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Resumen
En 1873, Charles Hermite publicó en [44], utilizando técnicas de aproximación racio-
nal simultánea a sistemas de funciones exponenciales, la demostración de la trascendencia
de e. Años después, en 1892, Carl Louis Ferdinand von Lindeman extendió el trabajo de
Hermite para probar la trascendencia de pi. Los aproximantes Hermite-Padé reciben este
nombre en honor a Hermite y al matemático francés Henri Padé quien en su tesis doctoral
[62], bajo la dirección de Hermite estudió con detalle esta clase de funciones racionales.
El problema que analizó Padé puede enunciarse de la siguiente forma.
Dada una función f , analítica en un entorno del punto z = 0 y dados un par de números
naturales n y m encontrar unos polinomios Pn,m y Qn,m tales que:
i) deg Pn,m ≤ n, deg Qn,m ≤ m Qn,m 6≡ 0,
ii) Qn,m(z)f(z)− Pn,m(z) = O(zn+m+1) z → 0.
Esta construcción define una única función racional Rn,m(f) =
Pn,m
Qn,m
llamada aproxi-
mante de Padé de tipo (n,m) de la función f .
Posteriormente se realizaron diversas extensiones de este problema. En una de ellas
se trata de aproximar varias funciones simultáneamente, dando lugar a los aproximantes
Hermite-Padé de tipo I y de tipo II.
Definición (Aproximantes Hermite-Padé de tipo I). Sea f = (f1, . . . , fm) un vector
de funciones analíticas en un dominio Ω del plano complejo que contiene al infinito y
n = (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Zm+ \ {0} un multi-índice fijado, aquí {0} denota el vector nulo en
Zm+ . Sea |n| = n1 + . . .+ nm. A los polinomios (an,0, an,1, . . . , an,m) que cumplen
i) deg an,j ≤ nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m donde (an,j ≡ 0 cuando deg an,j = −1).
ii)
∑m
j=1 an,j(z)fj(z)− an,0(z) = O(1/z|n|), z →∞.
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para un cierto polinomio an,0, los llamaremos aproximantes Hermite-Padé de tipo I de f
respecto al multi-índice n.
Definición (Aproximantes Hermite-Padé de tipo II). Sea f = (f1, . . . , fm) un vector
de funciones analíticas en un dominio Ω del plano complejo que contiene al infinito y
n = (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Zm+ \ {0} un multi-índice fijado entonces existen polinomios Qn y
(Pn,1, . . . Pn,m) que cumplen
i) deg Qn ≤ |n| = n1 + . . .+ nm, Qn 6≡ 0
ii) Qn(z)fj(z)− Pn,j(z) = O(1/znj+1), z →∞, j = 1, . . . ,m
Al vector de funciones racionales (Pn,1
Qn
, . . . Pn,m
Qn
), lo llamaremos aproximante Hermite-
Padé de tipo II de f respecto al multi-índice n.
Observese que ambas definiciones coinciden, en el caso de trabajar con una sola fun-
ción f(z). Además, podemos fusionar estas dos definiciones en la siguiente.
Consideremos un multi-índice de la forma
n = (n1,n2) ∈ Zm1+ × Zm2+ , con |n1| = |n2|+ 1,
donde n1 = (n1,1 . . . , n1,m1) y n2 = (n2,1 . . . , n2,m2).
Definición (Aproximantes Hermite-Padé de tipo mixto). Sea F una matriz de dimensión
m2 × m1 de funciones analíticas en un dominio Ω del plano complejo que contiene al
infinito y n un multi-índice dado. Al vector de polinomios An = (an,1, . . . , an,m1) que
cumple
i) An 6≡ 0, deg an,j ≤ n1,j − 1, para todo j = 1, 2, . . . ,m1.
ii)
(
FATn −DTn
)
(z) = (O(1/zn2,1+1), . . . ,O(1/zn2,m2+1))T , z →∞
para un cierto vector de polinomios Dn = (dn,1, dn,2, . . . , dn,m2), lo llamaremos aproxi-
mante Hermite-Padé de tipo mixto de F(z) respecto al multi-índice n.
La existencia del vector de polinomios An = (an,1, . . . , an,m1) queda garantizada
pues es equivalente a encontrar una solución no trivial a un sistema de ecuaciones lineales
homogéneo con |n1| incógnitas (los coeficientes de An) y |n2| ecuaciones (dadas por las
condiciones ii)), con lo cual siempre existe una solución no trivial.
Los casos particulares m1 = 1 y m2 = 1 son los aproximantes de Padé de tipo II y de
tipo I respectivamente.
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Además de los resultados de Hermite, los aproximantes de Padé de tipo I, tipo II y de
tipo mixto han sido usados en la demostración de la irracionalidad de otros números. Por
ejemplo, F.Beukers en [12] muestra que la prueba de Apery de la irracionalidad de ζ(3),
(ver [5]), puede encuadrarse en el contexto de la aproximación Hermite-Padé mixta.
Diferentes aplicaciones de los aproximantes Hermite-Padé en la física, la química, el
análisis numérico, la estadística y la economía, entre otros, pueden encontrarse en [9, 10].
Definición. Un multi-índice n se dice normal para la matriz de funciones F(z) para
la aproximación Hermite-Padé de tipo mixto si deg an,j = n1,j − 1 para todo
j = 1, 2, . . . ,m1. La matriz de funciones F(z) se dice perfecta si todos los multi-índices
n = (n1,n2) ∈ Zm1+ × Zm2+ , tales que |n1| = |n2|+ 1,
son normales.
La unicidad de los aproximantes Hermite-Padé y la normalidad de los multi-índices
para determinadas clases de funciones juegan un papel fundamental, tanto desde el punto
de vista teórico como de las aplicaciones. En el caso de una función, ya comentamos que
el aproximante de Padé es único, sin embargo en los caso de tipo I, de tipo II y de tipo
mixto no se tiene que cumplir esta propiedad.
En el Capítulo 2 estudiamos los aproximantes Hermite-Padé de tipo mixto para una
clase amplia de matrices de funciones analíticas. Entre los resultados expuestos, respon-
deremos a la cuestión de la unicidad de los aproximantes Hermite-Padé de tipo mixto y
la normalidad de los multi-índices para la clase de funciones analizadas, además obten-
dremos varias propiedades adicionales que nos servirían en el desarrollo de futuras lineas
de investigación relacionadas con esta temática.
En [4], A. Angelesco analizó la aproximación Hermite-Padé de tipo II a un sistema
de funciones específico, posteriormente conocido como sistema Angelesco, y demostró
que este sistema de funciones es perfecto (ver también [58]). Dicho sistema utiliza fun-
ciones de Markov de la forma fj(z) =
∫
∆j
dµj(x)
z−x para j = 1, 2, . . . ,m donde los ∆j son
intervalos disjuntos dos a dos y µj es una medida positiva soportada en ∆j .
A pesar de que la normalidad tipo II para los sistemas de Angelesco es fácil de deducir,
los polinomios multiortogonales asociados no tienen un buen comportamiento asintótico,
(ver [6, 40] y [42]). En este sentido, resulta mucho más interesante, desde un punto de
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vista geométrico y analítico, otros tipos de sistemas de m funciones introducido por E.M.
Nikishin en [59].
Sean ∆α y ∆β dos intervalos acotados de forma que ∆α∩∆β = ∅.Dadas dos medidas
σα y σβ soportadas respectivamente en ∆α y ∆β , podemos definir una tercera medida
〈σα, σβ〉 cuya forma diferencial es
d〈σα, σβ〉(x) =
∫
dσβ(t)
x− t dσα(x) = σ̂β(x)dσα(x).
Definición. Sea ∆j, j = 1, . . . ,m, una colección de intervalos acotados tales que
∆j ∩∆j+1 = ∅, j = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
Sea (σ1, . . . , σm) un sistema de medidas tales que Co(supp(σj)) = ∆j, σj ∈ M(∆j),
j = 1, . . . ,m. Decimos que s = (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm), donde
s1,1 = σ1, s1,2 = 〈σ1, σ2〉, . . . , s1,m = 〈σ1, 〈σ2, . . . , σm〉〉
es un sistema de medidas de Nikishin generado por (σ1, . . . , σm).
En [59] se demuestra que todos los multi-indices en Zm+ de la forma
(n+ 1, . . . , n+ 1, n, . . . , n)
son normales tipo II y se señala sin demostración que son normales todos los multi-indices
tales que n1 ≥ . . . ≥ nm.
En [26], K. Driver y H. Stahl prueban que son normales de tipo II todos los multi-
indices tales que 1 ≤ j < k ≤ m implica que nk ≤ nj + 1. Posteriormente los mismos
autores demostraron la normalidad tipo I para los mismos multi-indices (ver también [27,
28]).
En [32] (ver también [33]), U. Fidalgo y G. López Lagomasino probaron que los
sistemas de Nikishin son perfectos para la aproximación Hermite-Padé de tipo mixto que
incluye como casos extremos los tipo I y tipo II.
Los primeros estudios sobre la convergencia de los aproximantes de Padé, se llevaron
a cabo a finales del siglo XIX por los matemáticos P. L. Tchebycheff (véase por ejemplo
[77, 78, 79], A. A. Markov [57] y T. J. Stieltjes [75, 76]. En particular los teoremas de
Markov y Stieltjes en esta dirección juegan un papel motivador en esta memoria.
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Sea s una medida tal que xn ∈ L1(s) para todo n ∈ Z+. Por ∆ denotemos la envoltura
convexa del soporte de la medida s y por sˆ la transformada de Cauchy de la medida s.
dada por
sˆ(z) =
∫
ds(x)
z − x.
Obviamente sˆ ∈ H(C¯ \ ∆), la clase de funciones holomorfas en C¯ \ ∆. Cuando ∆ es
acotado se dice que sˆ es una función tipo Markov, y tipo Stieltjes si ∆ es no acotado.
Sea {cn}n≥0 una sucesión de números reales. Se dice que el problema de momentos
para la sucesión {cn}n≥0 está definido en R+ si existe una medida s cuyo soporte está
contenido en R+ tal que
cn =
∫
xnds(x), n = 0, 1, . . .
a cn se le llama momento enésimo de s. Si s es única se dice que el problema de momentos
está determinado. Una condición suficiente para que un problema de momentos (definido
en R+) esté determinado es que se cumpla la condición de Carleman (ver [17]) dada por∑
n≥0
|cn|−1/2n =∞.
El teorema de Stieltjes dice lo siguiente. Sea s una medida cuyo soporte está con-
tenido en R+ y {cn}n≥0 la sucesión de su momentos. Sea {Pn/Qn}n≥0 la sucesión de los
aproximantes de Padé de sˆ (n = m). Entonces
lim
n→∞
Pn
Qn
(z) = ŝ(z), (1)
uniformemente en cada conjunto compacto K contenido en C\∆ si y solo si el problema
de momentos para {cn}n≥0 está determinado.
Si ∆ está acotado, combinando el teorema de Weirstrass sobre densidad de los poli-
nomios en C(∆) y el teorema de dualidad de Riesz, se deduce que en este caso (1) tiene
lugar. Este resultado se conoce como teorema de Markov.
Para los aproximantes Hermite-Padé de tipo II de un sistema de medidas de Niksihin
(s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) resultados análogos al teorema de Markov y de Stieltjes
han sido obtenidos (ver, por ejemplo [15, 30, 31, 42, 72]. En terminos generales en estos
trabajos se demuestra bajo hipótesis adecuadas que las sucesiones diagonales de aproxi-
mantes Hermite-Padé del sistema de funciones (sˆ1,1, . . . , sˆ1,m) convergen componente a
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componente a dicha función vectorial uniformemente sobre cada subconjunto compacto
de C¯ \ ∆1. El objetivo fundamental del Capítulo 3 es obtener un resultado análogo
para aproximantes Hermite-Padé de tipo I. En contraste con lo que sucede con los tipo
II probamos que las sucesiones diagonales de aproximantes Hermite-Padé tipo I del sis-
tema (sˆ1,1, . . . , sˆ1,m) convergen uniformemente en cada subconjunto compacto de C¯\∆m
al vector de funciones (sˆm,m, . . . , sˆm,1), donde (sm,m, . . . , sm,1) = N (σm, . . . , σ1). Este
fenomeno no había sido observado anteriormente y, posiblemente, constituye el resultado
más singular de esta memoria.
En un intento por extender el teorema de Markov a una clase general de funciones
meromorfas, A.A. Gonchar considero funciones de la forma ŝ+ r donde r es un función
racional cuyos polos están en C \∆. En [36], Gonchar demostró que si ∆ es un intervalo
acotado y s′ > 0 casi dondequiera en ∆, entonces se tiene convergencia uniforme de
los aproximantes de Padé de estas funciones meromorfas y probó adicionalmente que
cada polo de r en C \ ∆ “atrae” tantos ceros de Qn como su orden y que el resto de
los ceros de Qn se acumulan en ∆ cuando n → ∞. Después, en [65] E.A. Rakhmanov
obtuvo una extensión completa del teorema de Markov cuando r tiene coeficientes reales
demostrando que si r tiene coeficientes complejos entonces dicho resultado no es posible
sin imponer condiciones adicionales sobre la medida s.
En el Capítulo 4 consideramos un vector de funciones racionales r = (r1, . . . , rm)
=
(
v1
t1
, . . . ,
vm
tm
)
, de forma que deg tj = dj y deg vj < dj , para todo j = 1, . . . ,m.
Ahora tomamos un sistemas de funciones meromorfas de la forma f = (f1, . . . , fm) =
ŝ+ r, donde
fj(z) = ŝ1,j(z) + rj(z), j = 1, . . . ,m.
y s = (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) es un sistema de Nikshin.
En [15, 31] se dan teoremas de tipo Stieltjes para los aproximantes de Hermite-Padé
de tipo II de sistemas de Nikishin. Para el caso de sistemas de Nikishin generados por
medidas de soporte compacto en [30, 42] (también [31] ) se precisa la velocidad de conver-
gencia. En el Capítulo 4 estudiaremos la convergencia de los aproximantes Hermite-Padé
tipo II para sistemas de Nikishin perturbados mediantes fracciones racionales de la forma
f = ŝ+ r.
Para este tipo de pertubación racional de sistemas de Nikishin el único estudio hasta
la fecha se encuentra en [16]. Ese trabajo se restringe a sistemas de Nikishin de 2 medidas
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y fracciones racionales con coeficientes reales. Nosotros consideramos sistemas de Ni-
kishin generales demmedidas. En el caso que r tiene coeficientes reales ym = 2 nuestro
resultado principal del Capítulo 4 recupera el probado en [16]. Para r con coeficientes
complejos, suponiendo que ∆j, j = 1, . . . ,m es un intervalo acotado y
∣∣σ′j∣∣ > 0 casi
dondequiera en ∆j también probamos convergencia de los aproximantes de Hermite-Padé
de tipo II de f = sˆ + r pero en un sentido más debil que el uniforme sobre subconjuntos
compactos.
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Structure of the thesis.
T HIS thesis deals with Hermite-Padé approximation of analytic and merophorphicfunctions. As such it is embeded in the theory of vector rational approximation ofanalytic functions which in turn is intimately connectd with the theory of multiple
orthogonal polynomials. All the basic concepts and results used in this thesis involving
complex analysis and measure theory may found in classical textbooks such as [1, 70].
C.Hermite
(1822-1901)
In 1873, Charles Hermite published in [44] his proof of the
transcendence of e making use of simultaneous rational approx-
imation of systems of exponentials. That paper marked the be-
ginning of the modern analytic theory of numbers. Since their
introduction by Ch. Hermite, these approximants have been em-
ployed in the proof of the irrationality and trascendency of other
numbers. For example, in [12] F. Beukers shows that Apery’s
proof (see [5]) of the irrationality of ζ(3) can be placed in the
context of mixed type Hermite-Padé approximation. See [80] for
a brief introduction and survey on the subject. More recently,
mixed type approximation has appeared in random matrix and
non-intersecting brownian motions theories (see, for example, [14, 21, 47, 48]).
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In this chapter we give a brief introduction to Hermite-Padé approximants, and define
some important concepts. In Section 1.3 we explain the main results that were obtained
in this work.
1.1 Some historical remarks
The formal theory of simultaneous rational approximation for general systems of ana-
lytic functions was initiated by K. Mahler in lectures delivered at the University of Gronin-
gen in 1934-35. These lectures were published years later in [56]. Important contributions
in this respect are also due to his students J. Coates and H. Jager, see [18] and [45]. K.
Mahler’s approach to the simultaneous approximation of finite systems of analytic func-
tions may be reformulated in the following terms.
Let f = (f1, . . . , fm) be a family of analytic functions in some domain D of the
extended complex plane containing ∞. Fix a non-zero multi-index n = (n1, . . . , nm)
∈ Zm+ \ {0}, |n| = n1 + . . . + nm. Here, {0} denotes the null element in Zm+ and
Z+ = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. There exist polynomials (an,1, . . . , an,m), not all identically equal to
zero, such that
i) deg an,j ≤ nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m (deg an,j = −1 means that an,j ≡ 0),
ii)
∑m
j=1 an,j(z)fj(z)− an,0(z) = O(1/z|n|), z →∞,
for some polynomial an,0. Analogously, there exists Qn, not identically equal to zero,
such that
i’) degQn ≤ |n|,
ii’) Qn(z)fj(z)− Pn,j(z) = O(1/znj+1), z →∞, j = 1, . . . ,m,
for some polynomials Pn,j, j = 1, . . . ,m.
The existence of the vector of polynomials (an,1, . . . , an,m) reduces to solving a ho-
mogeneus linear system of |n| − 1 equations on the total number of |n| coefficients of
(an,1, . . . , an,m), and the existence of Qn reduces to solving a homogeneus linear system
of |n| equations on the total number of |n| + 1 coefficients of the polynomial Qn; there-
fore, a non-trivial solution is guaranteed. The polynomials an,0 and Pn,j, j = 1, . . . ,m,
are uniquely determined from ii) and ii’) once their partners are found.
1.1 Some historical remarks •3
Initially, the polynomials (an,1, . . . , an,m) were called latin and Qn german polynomi-
als, due to the letters employed in denoting them (see the papers of Mahler, Coates and
Jager cited above).
Later, the two constructions have been called type I and type II polynomials (ap-
proximants) of the system (f1, . . . , fm). Algebraically, the two constructions are closely
related. This is clearly exposed in [18, 45, 56, 61]. When m = 1 both definitions coincide
with that of the well-known Padé approximation in its linear presentation.
K. Mahler introduced the concept of perfect systems in the general theory that he
developed for the simultaneous Hermite-Padé approximation of analytic functions.
In applications in the areas of number theory, convergence of simultaneous rational
approximation, and asymptotic properties of type I and type II polynomials, a central
question is if these polynomials have no defect; that is, if they attain the maximal degree
possible.
Definition. A multi-index n is said to be normal for the system f for type I approximation
if i)-ii) implies that deg an,j = nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m, and is said to be normal for the
system f for type II approximation if i’)-ii’) implies that degQn = |n|. A system of
functions f is said to be perfect if all multi-indices are normal.
It is easy to verify that (an,1, . . . , an,m) and Qn are uniquely determined to within a
constant factor when n is type I or type II normal respectively. The convenience of these
properties is quite clear. For example, a normalization allows to determine these entities
in a unique form.
Considering the construction at the origin (instead of z = ∞ which we chose for
convenience), the system of exponentials considered by Hermite, (ew1z, . . . , ewmz),
wi 6= wj, i 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . ,m, is known to be perfect for type I and type II. A sec-
ond example of a perfect system for both types is that given by the binomial functions
((1 − z)w1 , . . . , (1 − z)wm), wi − wj 6∈ Z, i 6= j. All multi-indices n such that n1 ≥
· · · ≥ nm are known to be type I and type II normal for (logm(1− z), . . . , log(1− z), 1).
Systems satisfying this property are called weakly perfect. Basically, these are the only
examples known of perfect and weakly perfect systems, except for certain ones formed
by Cauchy transforms of measures.
It is well known that Padé and Hermite-Padé approximation have a close relation with
the theory of orthogonal polynomials (as is shown in Sections 1.2 and 2.4 below).
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One of the main goals of this thesis is to reveal large classes of type I and type II
perfect systems of functions. This is carried out in Chapter 2 in a general setting called
mixed type Hermite-Padé approximation which contains type I and type II as special
cases.
A.A.Markov
(1856-1922)
One of the basic general results on the convergence of diag-
onal Padé approximants is the clasical theorem of Markov (see
[57]). Markov´s theorem states that
lim
n→∞
Pn(z)
Qn(z)
= ŝ(z)
uniformly on each compact subset ofC\∆, where ŝ is the Cauchy
transform of a measure s whose support is contained on a real
bounded interval ∆ of the real lineR (see Section 1.2) and Pn/Qn
is the n−thiagonal Padé approximant with respect to ŝ. When
∆ is an unbounded interval a similar theorem was obteined by
Stieljtes (see [75]) in terms of an associated moment problem.
Let {cn}n≥0 be a sequence of real numbers. We say that the moment problem for the
sequence {cn}n≥0 is defined on R+ if there exists a measure s whose support is contained
in R+ such that
cn =
∫
xnds(x), n = 0, 1, . . . .
cn is called n-th moment of s. If s is unique we say that the moment problem is de-
terminate. A sufficient condition for the moment problem to be determinate (on R+) is
that ∑
n≥0
|cn|−1/2n =∞.
This is known as Carleman’s condition (see [17]). Stieltjes’ theorem states the following.
Let s be a measure whose support is contained in R+ and {cn}n≥0 the sequence of its
moments. Let {Pn/Qn}n≥0 be the sequence of diagonal Padé approximants of sˆ (n = m).
Then
lim
n→∞
Pn
Qn
(z) = ŝ(z), (1.1)
uniformly on each compact subset K contained on C \ ∆ if and only if the moment
problem for the sequence {cn}n≥0 is determinate.
1.2 Markov systems and orthogonality •5
If ∆ is bounded, combining Weirstrass’ theorem on the density of polynomials in
C(∆) and Riesz’s duality theorem it follows that the moment problem is determinate and
(1.1) follows. Hence, Markov´s theorem is a consequence of Stieltjes´ result.
Other extensions in the context of classical and multipoint diagonal Padé approxima-
tion can be found in [36, 37, 39, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 65]. In the case of Hermite-Padé
approximation analogous results appear in [15, 16, 30, 31, 42, 59].
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we obtain different extensions for type I and type II
Hermite-Padé approximation of certain classes of meromorphic functions obtained by
rational modifications of Nikishin systems.
1.2 Markov systems and orthogonality
Let s be a finite Borel measure with constant sign whose support consists of infinitely
many points and is contained in the real line. When the support supp(s) of s is unbounded
we assume additionally, that all the moments of s are finite; that is, cn =
∫
xnds(x) <∞,
n ∈ Z+. In the sequel, we only consider such measures. By ∆ we denote the smallest
containing interval supp(s). We denote this class of measures byM(∆). Let
ŝ(z) =
∫
ds(x)
z − x
denote the Cauchy transform of s. Obviously, ŝ ∈ H(C \ ∆); that is, it is analytic in
C \∆. Moreover
ŝ(z) ∼
∞∑
j=0
cj
zj+1
, cj =
∫
xjds(x). (1.2)
If ∆ is bounded the series is convergent in a neighborhood of∞; otherwise, the expansion
is an asymptotic one at∞. That is, for each k ≥ 0
lim
z→∞
zk+1
(
ŝ(z)−
k−1∑
j=0
cj
zj+1
)
= ck,
where the limit is taken along any curve which is non tangential to supp(s) at∞.
If we apply the construction above to the system formed by ŝ (m = 1), it is easy
to verify that Qn turns out to be orthogonal to all polynomials of degree less than n
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∈ Z+. Consequently, degQn = n, all its zeros are simple and lie in the open convex
hull Co(supp(s)) of supp(s). These properties allow to deduce Markov’s and Stieltjes’
theorems on the convergence of diagonal Padé approximations of ŝ. For this reason, ŝ is
often called a Markov function when supp(s) is bounded and a Stieltjes function when
the support is unbounded.
Cauchy transforms of measures are quite relevant in several respects. Many elemen-
tary functions can be expressed as such. The resolvent function of a self-adjoint oper-
ator admits this type of representation. If one allows complex weights, any reasonable
analytic function in the extended complex plane with a finite number of algebraic sin-
gularities adopts that form. This fact, and the use of Padé approximation, has played a
central role in some of the most important achievements in the last decades concerning
the exact rate of convergence of best rational approximation: namely, A.A. Gonchar and
E.A. Rakhmanov’s result, see [38, 41] and [7], on the best rational approximation of e−x
on [0,+∞); and H. Stahl’s theorem, see [73], on the best rational approximation of xα on
[0, 1].
Let us see two other examples of general systems of Markov functions much more
illustrative for our purpose.
1.2.1 Angelesco systems.
In [4], A. Angelesco considered the following systems of measures.
Definition 1.2.1. A system of measures S = (s1, . . . , sm) is an Angelesco system when
sj ∈M(∆j), j = 1, . . . ,m, and the ∆j are pairwise disjoint bounded intervals.
Fix n ∈ Zm+ \ {0} and consider the type II approximant of the so called Angelesco
system of functions (ŝ1, . . . , ŝm) relative to n. It turns out that∫
xνQn(x)dsj(x) = 0, ν = 0, . . . , nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Therefore, Qn has nj simple zeros in the interior (with respect to the euclidean topology
of R) of ∆j . In consequence, since the intervals ∆j are pairwise disjoint, degQn = |n|.
Therefore (sˆ1, . . . , sˆm) is type II perfect. We also say that the Angelesco system
(s1, . . . , sm) itself is type II perfect.
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Unfortunately, Angelesco’s paper received little attention and such systems reappear
many years later in [58], where E.M. Nikishin deduces some of their formal properties.
Though type II normality for Angelesco systems is easy to deduce, the multiple or-
thogonal polynomials and the rational approximations associated with them do not have
good asymptotic behavior. In [6] and [40], their logarithmic and strong asymptotic behav-
ior, respectively, are given. From the results in [40], it follows that type II Hermite-Padé
approximation of Angelesco systems, in general, do not converge uniformly on compact
subsets of the complement of the support of the measures. In this respect, a different
system of Markov functions turns out to be much more interesting and foundational from
the geometric and analytic points of view.
1.2.2 Nikishin systems.
In an attempt to construct general classes of functions for which normality takes place,
in [59] E.M. Nikishin introduced the concept of MT-systems (now called Nikishin sys-
tems).
Let us introduce what is called a Nikishin system of measures. Let ∆α,∆β be two
intervals contained in the real line which have at most one point in common, σα ∈
M(∆α), σβ ∈ M(∆β), and σ̂β ∈ L1(σα). With these two measures we define a third
one as follows (using the differential notation)
d〈σα, σβ〉(x) := σ̂β(x)dσα(x).
Above, σ̂β denotes the Cauchy transform of the measure σβ . The more appropriate nota-
tion σ̂β causes space consumption and aesthetic inconveniences. We need to take consec-
utive products of measures; for example,
〈σγ, σα, σβ〉 := 〈σγ, 〈σα, σβ〉〉.
Here, we assume not only that σ̂β ∈ L1(σα) but also 〈σα, σβ 〉̂ ∈ L1(σγ) where 〈σα, σβ 〉̂
denotes the Cauchy transform of 〈σα, σβ〉. Inductively, one defines products of a finite
number of measures.
Definition 1.2.2. Take a collection ∆j , j = 1, . . . ,m, of intervals such that, for
j = 1, . . . ,m− 1
∆j ∩∆j+1 = ∅, or ∆j ∩∆j+1 = {xj,j+1},
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where xj,j+1 is a single point. Let (σ1, . . . , σm) be a system of measures such that
Co(supp(σj)) = ∆j, σj ∈M(∆j), j = 1, . . . ,m, and
〈σj, . . . , σk〉 := 〈σj, 〈σj+1, . . . , σk〉〉 ∈ M(∆j), 1 ≤ j < k ≤ m. (1.3)
When ∆j ∩ ∆j+1 = {xj,j+1} we also assume that xj,j+1 is not a mass point of either σj
or σj+1. We say that (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm), where
s1,1 = σ1, s1,2 = 〈σ1, σ2〉, . . . , s1,m = 〈σ1, σ2, . . . , σm〉
is the Nikishin system of measures generated by (σ1, . . . , σm).
Initially, E.M. Nikishin in [59] restricted himself to measures with bounded support
and no intersection points between consecutive ∆j . However Definition 1.2.2 includes
interesting examples which appear in practice. For example, take N (σ1, σ2), where
dσ1(x) = e
−xλ1dx, x ∈ [0,+∞), λ1 > 0,
dσ2(x) = e
xλ2dx, x ∈ (−∞, 0], λ2 > 0,
or
dσ1(x) =
dx√
x(1− x) , x ∈ [0, 1],
dσ2(x) = dx, x ∈ [−1, 0].
These examples with classical weights, and their generalizations, have received con-
siderable attention in brownian motion and random matrix theories (see, [11, 13, 20, 22,
23] and [25]).
In defining a Nikishin systems we follow the approach of [33, Definition 1.2] assum-
ing additionally the existence of all the moments of the generating measures. This is
done only for the purpose of simplifying the presentation without affecting too much the
generality. However, we wish to point out that the results of this paper have appropriate
formulations with the definition given in [33] of a Nikishin system.
Fix n ∈ Zm+ and consider the type II approximant of the Nikishin system of functions
(ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m) relative to n. It is easy to prove that∫
xνQn(x)ds1,j(x) = 0, ν = 0, . . . , nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m.
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All the measures s1,j have the same support; therefore, it is not immediate to conclude
that degQn = |n|. Nevertheless, if we denote
sj,k = 〈σj, σj+1, . . . , σk〉, j < k, sj,j = 〈σj〉 = σj,
the previous orthogonality relations may be rewritten as follows∫
(p1(x) +
m∑
j=2
pj(x)ŝ2,j(x))Qn(x)dσ1(x) = 0, (1.4)
where p1, . . . , pm are arbitrary polynomials such that deg pj ≤ nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Definition 1.2.3. A system of real continuous functions u1, . . . , um defined on an interval
∆ is called an AT-system on ∆ for the multi-index n ∈ Zm+ \ {0} if for any choice of real
polynomials (that is, with real coefficients) p1, . . . , pm, deg pj ≤ nj − 1, the function
m∑
j=1
pj(x)uj(x)
has at most |n| − 1 zeros on ∆. If this is true for all n ∈ Zm+ \ {0} we have an AT system
on ∆.
In other words, u1, . . . , um forms an AT-system for n on ∆ when the system of func-
tions
(u1, . . . , x
n1−1u1, u2, . . . , xnm−1um)
is a Tchebyshev system on ∆ of order |n| − 1.
From the properties of Tchebyshev systems (see [46, Theorem 1.1]), it follows that
given x1, . . . , xN , N < |n|, points in the interior of ∆ one can find polynomials h1, . . . , hm,
conveniently, with deg hj ≤ nj−1, such that
∑m
j=1 hj(x)uj(x) changes sign at x1, . . . , xN ,
and has no other points where it changes sign on ∆.
The concept of AT system (algebraic Tchebychev system) was introduced by Nik-
ishin in [59], with the purpose of proving normality of multi-indices for Nikishin sys-
tems of measures. In [59], Nikishin stated without proof that the system of functions
(1, ŝ2,2, . . . , ŝ2,m) forms an AT-system for all multi-indices n such that n1 ≥ · · · ≥ nm
(he proved it when additionally n1−nm ≤ 1). Due to (1.4) this implies that degQn = |n|,
and all zeros are simple and lie on ∆1.
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The proof of Nikishin’s assertion is a consequence of [26, Theorem 4.1]. Actually,
Fidalgo and Lagomasino proved in [32, 33] the same results for arbitary multi-indices,
thus showing that Nikishin systems are perfect.
Ever since the appearance of [59], a subject of major interest for those involved in
simultaneous approximation was the study of the algebraic and analytic properties of
the Hermite-Padé approximants with respect to a Nikshin system of measures and their
associated type I and type II multiple orthogonal polynomials.
1.3 Main results of the thesis
In Section 2.1, we present mixed type multiple orthogonal polynomials (MTOP) with
respect to a matrix measure. Such orthogonality has type I and type II as particular
cases. We also define normality of indices and perfectness of matrix measures (see Defini-
tion 2.1.1). Making use of the concept of AT system given in Definition 1.2.3 we present
in Definition 2.1.8 what we call an AT matrix measure. In Theorem 2.1.10 we prove that
AT matrix measures are perfect. This theorem, combined with results known about An-
gelesco and Nikishin systems, allows to provide a wide class of matrix measures with this
desirable property. Section 2.3 contains several examples which appear in practice which
illustrate the use of this result. In the rest of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 interlacing properties of
the zeros of MTOP and certain associated linear forms are revealed. Section 2.4 reflects
the connection between MTOP and mixed type Hermite-Padé approximation. The con-
tents of Chapter 2 was published in [35]. Using a different approach, based on recursion
formulas, M. Haneczok and W. Van Assche in [43] also obtained interlacing properties of
zeros for some MTOP with respect to matrix measures.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of type I Hermite-Padé approximation of a Nikishin
system (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm). For type II Hermite-Padé approximation of
Nikishin systems Markov and Stieltjes type theorems are well known (see, for example
[15], [30], [31], [42], [72]). Generally speaking, in these papers it is proved that un-
der appropriate conditions (depending on whether the generating measures have compact
support or not) diagonal sequences of type II Hermite-Padé approximants of the system
of functions (ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m) converge componentwise to the vector function uniformly
on compact subsets of C \ ∆1. The goal of Chapter 3 is the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 in
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Section 3.2 in which it is shown that type I Hermite-Padé approximants of (ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m)
converge to the components of (ŝm,m, . . . , ŝm,1), where (sm,m, . . . , sm,1) = N (σm, . . . , σ1),
uniformly on compact subsets of C \∆m and localize the zeros of the type I polynomials
in a neighborhood of ∆m. This phenomenon had not been pointed out before and possibly
is the most singular result of the thesis. Section 3.1 contains some auxiliary results needed
for the proof of the main result of this chapter. It may be worth singling out Theorem 3.1.5
where a result of independent interest related with Carleman’s condition is proved. The
contents of this chapter has been submitted for publication (see [55]).
Finally in Chapter 4 we study the convergence of type II Hermite-Padé approximants
to a Nikishin system which has been perturbed with rational functions. More precisely,
let (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) be a Nikishin system and ∆1 be the convex hull of
supp(σ1). Let (r1, . . . , rm) be a vector of rational functions with real coefficients such
that rj(∞) = 0 and the poles of the rj are distinct and lie in C \ (∆1 ∪ ∆m), for all
j = 1, . . . ,m. In Theorem 4.2.5 in Section 4.2 we prove the convergence of diagonal
sequences of type II Hermite-Padé approximants associated to the system of functions
(f1, . . . , fm), where
fj(z) =
∫
ds1,j(x)
z − x + rj(z), j = 1, . . . ,m,
uniformly on any compact subset of C \ ∆1 which does not contain poles of the rj . For
such perturbed Nikishin systems the only results known appear in [15] where the case
when m = 2 is considered. We study the convergence for any m and recover the main
result of [15] when m = 2. For the proof of Theorem 4.2.5 we need the normality
of certain multi-indices for type I Hermite-Padé approximants of systems of the form
(t0, t1ŝ1,1, . . . , tmŝ1,m) where the tj, j = 0, 1, . . . ,m are polynomials with real coeffi-
cients. This is done in Theorem 4.1.1 and Theorem 4.1.2 of Section 4.1. In Section 4.3
we consider the situation when the vector rational function (r1, . . . , rm) has complex co-
efficients. Here, we restrict the class of Nikishin systems requiring that the intervals ∆j
be bounded and the generating measures be such that |σ′j| > 0 almost everywhere on
∆j . In this situation in Theorem 4.3.3 we prove convergence in logarithmic capacity of
the corresponding type II Hermite-Padé approximants. The question of uniform conver-
gence for rational perturbations with complex coefficients remains open. The contents of
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 were submitted for publication (see [34]).
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The results of this thesis have been presented at various international meetings,
• XVII International Workshop on Wavelets, Differential Equations, Mechanics,
Number Theory and Financial Mathematics. A Markov type theorem for
Hermite-Padé approximation. Havana, Cuba. February 17, 2014- February 21,
2014. Organizing institutions: Universidad de La Habana, Cuba and Concordia
University, Canada.
• Orthoquad 2014. On the convergence of Hermite-Padé approximants. Tenerife,
Spain. January 20, 2014-January 24, 2014. Organizing institution: Universidad de
La Laguna, Spain.
• Segundo Congreso de Jóvenes Investigadores de la Real Sociedad Matemática
Española. Extensión del teorema de Markov para los aproximantes Hermite-Padé
de tipo I de un sistema de Nikishin. Sevilla, Spain. September 16, 2013-September
20, 2013. Organizing institution: Real Sociedad Matemática Española.
• 12 International Symposium on Orthogonal Polynomials, Special Functions
and Applications. Convergence of type II Hermite-Padé approximants. Tunisia.
March 24, 2013-March 29, 2013. Organizing institution: SIAM Activity Group on
Orthogonal Polynomials and Special Functions
• Congreso de la Real Sociedad Matemática Española. Convergence of type II
Hermite-Padé approximants. Santiago de Compostela, Spain. January 21, 2013-
January 25, 2013. Organizing institution: Real Sociedad Matemática Española.
and also in the following seminars
• Seminario del Departamento de Matemáticas del Grupo de Análisis Funcional.
Universidad de Murcia. Extensión del teorema de Markov para los aproximantes
Hermite-Padé de tipo I de un sistema de Nikishin. Spain. May 23, 2013.
• Seminar on Orthogonality, Approximation Theory and Applications. Depar-
tamento de Matemáticas, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. Convergence of
type II Hermite-Padé approximants. Spain. March 7, 2013.
• Seminar Classical Analysis. Department of Mathematics, Katholieke Univer-
siteit Leuven. Mixed type multiple orthogonal polynomials: Perfectness and inter-
lacing properties of zeros. Belgium. May 2, 2012.
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• Seminar on Orthogonality, Approximation Theory and Applications. Departa-
mento de Matemáticas, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. Sobre la perfección
de sistemas AT-Nikishin mixtos. Spain. October 13, 2011
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L ET {Qn}, n ∈ Z+ = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, denote the sequence of monic orthogonal polyno-mials with respect to a measure s ∈M(∆). It is well known and easy to verify thatfor each n ∈ Z+, degQn = n, all its zeros are simple and lie in the open convex
hull of the support of s, and the zeros Qn and Qn+1 interlace. These properties play an
essential role in finding the asymptotic behavior of orthogonal polynomials and applying
these results in several areas such as rational approximation, integration by quadratures,
birth-and-death processes, Toda lattices, and others. We study a large class of multiple
orthogonal polynomials for which similar properties hold.
In recent years, new applications have appeared in which the orthogonal (or bi-orthogo-
nal) system has a more intricate structure. These new areas include, simultaneous rational
approximation [29], number theory [12], simultaneous quadrature formulae [19], random
matrices [14] and [25], multicomponent Toda latices [2, 3], and non-intersecting Brown-
ian motions [21]. Here again the properties of the zeros of the corresponding orthogonal
systems are crucial to determine convergence or to describe the asymptotic behavior of
the models under consideration. The purpose of this chapter is to study the properties of
the zeros of general bi-orthogonal systems which appear in practice.
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In [32] (see also [33]) the authors proved that Nikshin systems are perfect; that is, their
associated multiple orthogonal polynomials have maximun degree regardless of the multi-
index. In Section 2.1 we give a wide class of matrix measures for which the associated
multiple orthogonal polynomials verify this property. In Section 2.2 we prove interlacing
properties of the zeros of such multiple orthogonal polynomials and of certain linear forms
associated with the perfect systems introduced in Section 2.1. Using a different approach
based on recurrence relations, in [43] similar questions were considered. In Section 2.3 we
provide some examples of perfect multiple orthogonal polynomials with the interlacing
property of their zeros. Finally, in Section 2.4 we introduce mixed type Hermite-Padé
approximants and their relation with multiple orthogonal polynomials.
2.1 Perfect matrices of measures
Set
S =

s1,1 · · · s1,m1
... . . .
...
sm2,1 · · · sm2,m1
 , (2.1)
where si,j ∈ M(∆), i = 1, . . . ,m2, j = 1, . . . ,m1. We write S ∈ Mm2×m1(∆). Let us
take two multi-indices n` = (n`1, . . . , n
`
m`
) ∈ Zm`+ , Z+ = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, ` = 1, 2. Denote
|n1| = n11 + · · · + n1m1 and |n2| = n21 + · · · + n2m2 . When |n1| = |n2| + 1 there is a
vector polynomial A = (a1, . . . , am1) 6≡ 0 (0 denotes the null vector) with deg aj < n1j ,
j = 1, . . . ,m1, (deg aj < 0 means that aj ≡ 0) such that
m1∑
j=1
∫
xνaj(x)dsi,j(x) = 0, ν = 0, . . . , n
2
i − 1, i = 1, . . . ,m2. (2.2)
The existence of A reduces to solving a homogeneus linear system of |n2| equations on
the total number of |n1| coefficients of the vector polynomial A; therefore, a non-trivial
solution is guaranteed.
We call the vector of polynomialA = (a1, . . . , am1) a mixed type multiple-orthogonal
polynomials (MTOP) with respect to (S,n1,n2). In what follows, we only consider multi-
indices n = (n1,n2) satisfying |n1| = |n2|+ 1 and write n = (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )?.
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Of course, the components of A = An depend on n. However, for the time being as
long as n remains fixed, to simplify the notation we will not indicate this dependence.
A formalization of this kind of orthogonality was initiated in [71]. When the matrix
S in (2.1) is a row vector (m2 = 1) the system (a1, . . . , am1) is called type I multi-
orthogonal polynomial and if m1 = 1, that is when S is a column vector, then a1 is a type
II multi-orthogonal polynomial. Standard orthogonality appears when m2 = m1 = 1.
Definition 2.1.1. We say that a pair of multi-indices n = (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )? is
normal with respect to a matrix measure S ∈ Mm2×m1(∆) if for every non zero vector
A = (a1, . . . , am1) satisfying (2.2), we have deg aj = n
1
j − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m1. When every
pair of multi-indices (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1+ ×Zm2+ )? is normal with respect to S ∈Mm2×m1(∆),
we say that S is perfect.
Notice that when S is a row vector (m2 = 1) S is perfect if and only if the system of
measures S is type I perfect. Similary, if S is a column vector (m1 = 1), S is perfect if
the system of measures ST is type II perfect.
Proposicion 2.1.2. Given S ∈ Mm2×m1(∆) and a corresponding normal multi-index
n = (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )?, the vectors A = (a1, . . . , am1) which satisfy (2.2), are
co-linear.
Proof. Since |n1| > 0 there is k ∈ {1, . . . ,m1} where n1k > 0. Suppose that there exists
another MTOP A′ = (a′1 . . . a
′
m1
) with respect to the same matrix measure S and the pair
n = (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )?, such that A 6≡ αA′ for every constant α ∈ R \ {0} .
By the linearity of condition (2.2), for each α ∈ R \ {0} the function A − αA′ = A˜
is also a MTOP for S and n. However, we can choose α properly to have deg a˜k =
deg(ak − αa′k) < n1k − 1 which contradicts the fact that n is normal.
Take an arbitrary vector polynomial D = (d1, . . . , dm2), where deg di < n
2
i ,
i = 1, . . . ,m2 (when deg di = −1 we assume that di ≡ 0). Relation (2.2) has the
following equivalent expression
0 =
m1∑
j=1
∫
di(x)aj(x)dsi,j(x), i = 1, . . . ,m2. (2.3)
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In matrix form this is equivalent to saying that A = (a1, . . . , am1), deg aj < n
1
j ,
j = 1, . . . ,m1 is such that
0 =
∫
D(x)dS(x)AT (x), dS(x) =

ds1,1(x) · · · ds1,m1(x)
... . . .
...
dsm2,1(x) · · · dsm2,m1(x)
 , (2.4)
for any vector polynomial D = (d1, . . . , dm2), deg dk < n
2
k, k = 1, . . . ,m2. As usual (·)T
denotes taking transpose.
Definition 2.1.3. Fix a MTOP A = (a1, . . . , am1) with respect to (S,n1,n2), we say that
a vector of polynomial B = (b1, . . . , bm2) is dual to A if B is a MTOP with respect to
(ST ,n2 + e2,n1 − e1) for some e` ∈ Zm`+ with |e`| = 1, ` = 1, 2. Since A is also dual
with respect to B, we say that A and B are dual.
The notion of duality is motivated by ideas discussed in [26], where the authors call
the problem of defining type I and type II polynomials dual problems.
Remark 2.1.4. Notice that aB dual to a MTOPA is not necessarily uniquely determined.
In particular it may depend on the vectors e1, e2 chosen.
Proposicion 2.1.5. S ∈Mm2×m1(R) is perfect if and only if ST is perfect.
Proof. Since (ST )T = S it is sufficient to prove that if ST is perfect then S is also perfect.
Let us assume that S ∈ Mm2×m1(R) is not perfect. Then there exists a multi-index
n = (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )? and A = (a1, . . . , am1) which is multiple orthogonal with
respect to (S,n1,n2) such that for some k = 1, . . . ,m1 deg an,k = n1k −N ≤ n1k − 2.
From (2.4) we have that
0 =
∫
D(x)dS(x)AT (x)
for any vector polynomial D = (d1, . . . , dm2) such that deg dj ≤ n2j − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m2.
In particular in place of D we can put any multiple orthogonal polynomial B with respect
to ST and a multi-index of the form (n˜,n1−Ne1k) ∈ Zm1+ ×Zm2+ where e1k is the unit vector
ofRm1 with 1 in the k−th component and n˜ = (n˜1, . . . , n˜m1) satisfies |n˜| = |n2|−N+2
and n˜j ≤ n2j , j = 1, . . . ,m2. Notice that
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|n˜| = ∣∣n2∣∣−N + 2 = ∣∣n1∣∣−N + 1 = ∣∣n1 −Ne1k∣∣+ 1.
Therefore (n˜,n1 −Ne1k) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )∗.
From the definiton of B as a MTOP, we have that
0 =
∫
C(x)dST (x)BT (x) (2.5)
for any vector polynomial C = (c1, . . . , cm1) such that deg ci ≤ n1i − 1, i = 1, . . . ,m1,
i 6= k, and deg ck ≤ n1k −N − 1. On hte other hands, since ST is perfect it follows that
0 6=
∫
C(x)dST (x)BT (x) (2.6)
if deg ci ≤ n1i − 1, i = 1, . . . ,m1, i 6= k, and deg ck = n1k −N .
Substituting D by B in (2.1) we get
0 =
∫
B(x)dS(x)AT (x) =
∫
A(x)dST (x)BT (x).
However the components of A verify the conditions of the components of C in (2.6)
regarding the degrees. Therefore
0 6=
∫
A(x)dST (x)BT (x).
This contradictions implies that S must be perfect.
When S is a vector we say that it is a vector measure.
Proposicion 2.1.6. Let S = (s1, . . . , sm) be an Angelesco vector of measures (see Defi-
nition 1.2.1). Then S is perfect, or what is the same S is type I perfect.
Proof. As we showed in Section 1.2 S is type II perfect, that is, ST is perfect. Using
Proposition 2.1.5 we have that, S is also perfect.
Proposicion 2.1.7. Let A = (a1, . . . , am1) be a type I (m2 = 1) multi-orthogonal poly-
nomial relative to an Angelesco system S and n ∈ Zm1+ . Then, each polynomial aj ,
j = 1, . . . ,m1, has exactly nj − 1 simple zeros in ∆j .
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Proof. By Proposition 2.1.5, deg aj = nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m1. Let us suppose that for
some k ∈ {1, . . . ,m1}, ak has less than nk − 1 sign changes on ∆k. Then, there exists
a polynomial pk, deg pk ≥ 1, with real coefficients such, that ak(x) = p(x)a˜k(x) and pk
has constant sign on ∆k. The measure ds˜k = p(x)dsk has constant sign on ∆k. Then,
A˜ = (a1, . . . , ak−1, a˜k, ak+1, . . . , am1), where deg a˜k < nk−1, is a MTOP with respect to
the Angelesco system S˜ = (s1, . . . , sk−1, s˜k, sk+1, . . . , sm1) and the multi-index n. This
contradicts the fact that S˜ is perfect, which completes the proof.
One might think of extending Definition 1.2.1 to matrices to obtain an analogous
result about perfectness. However, in general, matrices S ∈ Mm2×m1(R) whose entries
are supported on disjoint intervals may not be perfect. We give an example.
Fix the pair of multi-indices n = (n1,n2) with n1 = (2, 1) and n2 = (1, 1). We have
|n1| = |n2| + 1. Let m[a,b] denote the Lebesgue measure on the interval [a, b]. Take the
following measure matrix
S =
(
m[−4,−3] m[−1,−2]
m[1,2] m[3,4]
)
.
Then, the orthogonality relations (2.3) are given by∫ −3
−4
a1(x)dx+
∫ −2
−1
a2(x)dx = 0
∫ 2
1
a1(x)dx+
∫ 4
3
a2(x)dx = 0,
with deg a1 ≤ 1, deg a2 ≤ 0. A solution is a1 ≡ 1 and a2 ≡ −1, where deg a1 = 0 and
deg a2 = 0. So, this Angelesco type matrix measure is not perfect.
We give examples of perfect matrices of measures using the AT systems of functions
defined in Section 1.2 (see Definition 1.2.3). Examples of AT systems are (see [59])
(eγ1x, . . . , eγmx), γi 6= γj, i 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . ,m, (2.7)
with ∆ = (−∞,∞), or the binomial functions
((1− x)α1 , . . . , (1− x)αm), αi − αj 6∈ Z, i 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . ,m, (2.8)
with ∆ = (−∞, 1).
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In [32] (see also [33] ), the authors proved that if (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm), is
a Nikishin systems of measures then (1, sˆ1,1, . . . , sˆ1,m) is an AT systems on any interval
contained in the complement of the convex hull of supp(σ1).
Using AT systems of weights one can find a wide class of perfect matrix measures.
Definition 2.1.8. Let u = (u1, . . . , um1) and v = (v1, . . . , vm2) be two AT-systems on
the same interval ∆. Take µ ∈ M(∆). If the matrix of measures S, with differential
expression
dS = vTu dµ =

u1v1dµ · · · um1v1dµ
... . . .
...
u1vm2dµ · · · um1vm2dµ

belongs toMm1×m2(∆) (i.e. ujvkdµ ∈ M(∆), j = 1, . . . ,m1, k = 1, . . . ,m2), we say
that S is an AT matrix measure. When S is a vector we say that it is an AT vector measure.
Let S1 and S2 be two given Nikishin systems generated by m1 and m2 measures,
respectively. S1 = (s11,1, . . . , s
1
1,m1
) = N (σ11, . . . , σ1m1), and S2 = (s21,1, . . . , s21,m2) =
N (σ21, . . . , σ2m2), σ11 = σ21, We underline the fact that both Nikishin systems stem from
the same basis measure σ11 = σ
2
1 , but there is no other restriction on them. Let us introduce
the row vectors
v = (1, ŝ22,2, . . . , ŝ
2
2,m2
), u = (1, ŝ12,2, . . . , ŝ
1
1,m1
)
and the m2 ×m1 dimensional measure matrix
dS = vTudσ11,
Then S is an AT matrix measure. In [32, 33] the algebraic and analityc properties of this
system are studied.
Theorem 2.1.9. LetA = (a1, . . . , am1) be a MTOP with respect to an AT matrix measure
dS = vTudµ, µ ∈ M(∆) and n = (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )?. Then, A = AuT =∑m1
j=1 ajuj has |n2| simple zeros in the interior
◦
∆ of ∆ (the interior with the Eucliedean
topology of R).
Proof. Combining linearly the multi-orthogonal relations in (2.3), we obtain that∫
(p1v1 + · · ·+ pm2vm2)A(x)dµ(x) = 0, (2.9)
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for every vector polynomial (p1, . . . , pm2) with deg pi(x) ≤ n2i − 1. Let us assume that
the linear form A = a1u1 + · · · + am1um1 changes sign at the points {x1, . . . , xd} ∈
◦
∆,
d < |n2|. Since (v1, . . . , vm2) is an AT system, by Theorem 2.1.3 of [46], we can construct
a linear form
P(x) = q1(x)v1(x) + · · ·+ qm2(x)vm2(x),
with deg qi ≤ n2i − 1, which changes sign at the same points as A in ∆ i.e. {x1, . . . , xd}
and has no other sign change on ∆. Therefore, the product A(x)P(x) does not change
sign in the interior of ∆. Then ∫
P(x)An(x)dµ(x) 6= 0.
This contradicts (2.9). Thus, d ≥ |n2|.
On the other hand, (u1, . . . , um1) forms an AT system on ∆, hence A has at most
|n1| − 1 = |n2| zeros in ∆. Therefore, d must equal |n2| which completes the proof.
Theorem 2.1.10. Let A = (a1, . . . , am1) be a MTOP with respect to an AT matrix mea-
sure S and n = (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1+ ×Zm2+ )?. Then, deg aj = n1j−1 for every j = 1, . . . ,m1.
Moreover, S is perfect
Proof. The linear form A = a1u1 + · · ·+ am1um1 has |n1| − 1 simple zeros in
◦
∆. On the
other hand, since (u1, . . . , um1) is an AT-system for the multi-index n1−e1k, if we suppose
that there exists k, 0 ≤ k ≤ m1, such that deg ak < n1k−1 thenA = a1u1 + · · ·+am1um1
would have at most |n1|−2 zeros, which is imposible. Since this is true for any (n1,n2) ∈
(Zm1+ × Zm2+ )? this means that S is perfect.
Definition 2.1.11. Fixm1 disjoint intervals ∆j ⊂ R, j = 1, . . . ,m1. Let s = (s1, . . . , sm1)
be an Angelesco vector measure where sj ∈M(∆j) and let v = (v1, . . . , vm2) be an AT-
system of weights on Co(∪m1j=1∆j). If the matrix S with differential form
dS(x) = vT (x)ds(x) =

v1(x)ds1(x) · · · v1(x)dsm1(x)
... . . .
...
vm2(x)ds1(x) · · · vm2(x)dsm1(x)

belongs toMm2×m1(R), we say that S (and ST ) is an AT-Angelesco matrix measure.
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Theorem 2.1.12. Let dS = vTds be an AT-Angelesco matrix measure where the vector
of measures s = (s1, . . . , sm1), is such that sj ∈ M(∆j), j = 1, . . . ,m1, and v =
(v1, . . . , vm2) is an AT systems of weights on ∆ = Co(∪m1j=1∆j). Let A = (a1, . . . , am1)
be a MTOP corresponding to S and n = (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1 × Zm2)?. Then, for each
j = 1, . . . ,m1, the polynomial aj has n1j − 1 simple zeros in
◦
∆j .
Proof. Let S ∈ Mm1×m2(R) be an AT-Angelesco matrix measure. Fix a pair of multi-
indices n = (n1,n2) and set A = (a1, . . . , am1) a MTOP corresponding to S and n. That
is
0 =
m1∑
j=1
∫
xνaj(x)vi(x)dsj(x), ν = 0, . . . , n
2
i − 1, i = 1, . . . ,m2,
where deg aj ≤ nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m1. For each j = 1, . . . ,m1, let κj be the number of
sign changes of aj in the interior of ∆j. Every linear form
P(x) =
m2∑
i=1
pi(x)vi(x), with deg pi ≤ n2i − 1, i = 1, . . . ,m2,
satisfies
0 =
m1∑
j=1
∫
P(x)aj(x)dsj(x). (2.10)
Suppose that
∑m1
j=1 κj < |n1| − m1. Let us construct P with simple zeros at the∑m1
j=1 κj points where the aj, j = 1, . . . ,m1, changes sign and place other simple zeros
in Co(∆j ∪∆j+1) \ (∆j ∪∆j+1), j = 1, . . . ,m1− 1, in such a way that the products Paj
are nonnegative in ∆j , j = 1, . . . ,m1, respectively. However, this contradicts the equality
in (2.10). Thus κj = nj − 1 for each j = 1, . . . ,m2.
Remark 2.1.13. Theorem 2.1.12 implies that S is perfect and using Proposition 2.1.5 we
have that ST is also perfect.
Theorem 2.1.14. Let dST = uTds be an AT-Angelesco matrix measure where the vector
of measures s = (s1, . . . , sm2), is such that si ∈ M(∆i), i = 1, . . . ,m2, and u =
(u1, . . . , um1) is an AT system of weights on ∆ = Co(∪m2i=1∆i). Let A = (a1, . . . , am1) be
a MTOP corresponding to S and n = (n1,n2) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )?. Then the linear form
A(x) = A(x)uT (x) has |n1|−1 simple zeros in
◦
D = ∪m2i=1
◦
∆i.Moreover, deg aj = n1j−1,
j = 1, . . . ,m1, which implies that S is perfect.
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Proof. Rewrite the orthogonality relations in (2.3) for the current case as
0 =
∫
xνA(x)dsi(x), ν = 0, . . . , n2i − 1, i = 1, . . . ,m2. (2.11)
Suppose that there exists k ∈ {1, . . . ,m2} such that A changes its sign κ times in ∆k
where κ < n2k. By the equalities (2.11) for j = k, we obtain that
0 =
∫
p(x)A(x)dsk(x), (2.12)
where p is an arbitrary polynomial of degree≤ n2k−1. Let us choose pwith κ simple zeros
at the same points where A changes sign in the interior of ∆k. So the product p(x)A(x)
does not change sign in ∆k. This contradicts (2.12). Therefore, A has at least |n1| − 1
zeros in
◦
D and as u is an AT system, we conclude that A has exactly |n1| − 1 zeros in
◦
D.
This fact and the AT condition imply that all the polynomials aj , j = 1, . . . ,m1, have the
greatest possible degrees.
2.2 Interlacing properties of zeros
We are going to prove some interlacing properties of zeros of sequences of mixed type
multi-orthogonal polynomials. To this end, we need to state first the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let f and g be two real functions defined on an interval ∆ ⊂ R with
continuous derivatives (in short C1(∆)) such that the Wronskian of f and g satisfies
W (f, g;x) = det
(
f(x) g(x)
f ′(x) g′(x)
)
6= 0, (2.13)
for any x ∈ ∆. Then the zeros of f and g in ∆ are simple and interlace.
Proof. Suppose that f has a zero of multiplicity greater than one at a point x0 ∈ ∆, then
f ′ also vanishes at this point as well as the determinant (2.13) against our assumption.
The same goes with g. So the zeros of the functions f and g in ∆ are simple. Let x1
and x2 be two consecutive zeros of g. Since f, g ∈ C1(∆) then W (f, g;x) is a continuous
function of x ∈ ∆. This leads to
sgn(f(x1)g′(x1)) = sgn(f(x2)g′(x2)),
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where sgn denotes the sign function. So, f changes its sign between x1 and x2. This
implies that it has at least a zero in the interval [x1, x2]. Let us suppose that f has two
different zeros in the interior of (x1, x2). Proceeding analogously, we can prove that there
is a zero of g between two consecutive zeros of f in [x1, x2]. This contradicts the fact that
x1 and x2 were consecutive zeros of g and completes the proof.
Theorem 2.2.2. Fix a pair of multi-indices n = (n1;n2) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )? and (j, k) ∈
{1, . . . ,m1} × {1, . . . ,m2}. Let n+(j, k) = (n1 + e1j ,n2 + e2k) denote another pair of
multi-indices. Let An and An+(j,k) be two MTOP with respect to an AT matrix measure
S ∈ Mm2×m1(∆), and n and n+(j, k), respectively. Suppose that dS = vTudµ where
u is a system of continuously differentiable functions on ∆ (u ∈ C1,m1(∆)). Then, the
linear forms An = AnuT and An+(j,k) = An+(j,k)uT interlace their zeros.
Proof. Let P(x) denote the linear form
P(x) = AAn(x) +BAn+(j,k)(x), |A|+ |B| > 0, A,B ∈ R.
From (2.3) we obtain the following orthogonality relations∫
(p1v1 + · · ·+ pm2vm2)(x)P(x)dµ(x) = 0,
where deg pi ≤ n2i−1. Therefore the linear form P has at least |n1|−1 simple zeros in
◦
∆.
On the other hand, P is a linear form of the AT system (u1, . . . , um1) for the multi-index
n1 +ej , so P has at most |n1| zeros in ∆. This implies that the zeros of P in ∆ are simple.
Assume that there exists y ∈ Co(supp(µ)) such that
An(y) = An+(j,k)(y) = 0.
Observe that y is a simple zero for An and An+(j,k), then
A′n(y) 6= 0 and A′n+(j,k)(y) 6= 0.
Take P as follows
P(x) = An(x)− A
′
n(y)
A′n+(j,k)(y)
An+(j,k)(x),
which has at y a double zero. Hence, such a y does not exist. Consequently, An and
An+(j,k) do not have common zeros in Co(supp(µ)).
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Now consider the following linear form
P(x) = An+(j,k)(y)An(x)−An(y)An+(j,k)(x),
that satisfies P(y) = 0, so P ′(y) 6= 0, i. e.
det
(
An(y) An+(j,k)(y)
A′n(y) A′n+(j,k)(y)
)
6= 0.
Using Lemma 2.2.1 the result follows.
Theorem 2.2.3. Let n = (n1;n2) ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )? and n+(j, k) = (n1 + e1j ,n2 + e2k)
be given as in Theorem 2.2.2. Let An and An+(j,k) be MTOP with respect to a matrix
measure S ∈ Mm2×m1(R), n and n+(j, k), respectively. Let us suppose that dST =
uTds is an AT-Angelesco matrix measure with u ∈ C1,m2(∆). Then An = AnuT and
An+(j,k) = An+(j,k)uT interlace their zeros.
Proof. Let P(x) denote the linear form
P(x) = AAn(x) +BAn+(j,k)(x), |A|+ |B| > 0, A,B ∈ R.
From (2.3) we obtain the following orthogonality relations∫
xνP(x)dsi(x) = 0, ν = 0, . . . , n2i − 1, i = 1, . . . ,m2.
Then, for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m2} the linear form P has at least n2i simple zeros in
◦
∆i.
So P has |n2| simple zeros in
◦
∆ = ∪m2i=1
◦
∆2. On the other hand, (u1, . . . , um1) is an AT
system, so P has at most |n2| + 1 zeros in ∆. This implies that the zeros of P in ∆ are
simple. Following the same procedure as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.2, we complete the
proof.
Theorem 2.2.4. Let n = (n1;n2) ∈ (Zm1+ ×Zm2+ )? and n+(j, k) = (n1 + ej,n2 + ek) be
given. Let An = (an,1, . . . , an,m1) and An+(j,k) = (an+(j,k),1, . . . , an+(j,k),m1) be MTOP
with respect to a matrix measure S ∈ Mm2×m1(R), n = (n1,n2) and n+(j, k) = (n1 +
ej,n
2 + ek), respectively. Let us suppose that dS = vTds is an AT-Angelesco matrix
measure. Then for each i = 1, . . . ,m1, an,i and an+(j,k),i interlace their zeros.
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Proof. For each j = 1, . . . ,m1, let Pj(x) denote the polynomial
Pj(x) = Aan,j(x) +Ban+(r,k),j(x), |A|+ |B| > 0, A,B ∈ R.
For every linear form L = p1v1 + · · · + pm2vm2 , where deg pj ≤ n2j − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m2,
using (2.3) we obtain that
m1∑
j=1
∫
L(x)Pj(x)dsj(x) = 0, (2.14)
which are the orthogonality relations stated in (2.10). Since Pj has at least n1j − 1 simple
zeros in ∆j where degPj ≤ nj − 1, j = 1, . . . , r − 1, r + 1, . . . ,m1, and degPr ≤ nr,
then all its zeros are simple. Once we have arrived here, we can follow step by step the
proof of Theorems 2.2.2 or 2.2.3 above to conclude.
2.3 Some examples
In this section, we give some examples of AT matrices of measures. As follows from
Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, these matrices are perfect and their corresponding MTOP
interlace their zeros.
2.3.1 Mixed type multiple Hermite polynomials
Multiple Hermite polynomials are orthogonal with respect to measures (µ1, . . . , µr)
which are given by dµj(x) = e−x
2+cjxdx on (−∞,∞) where ci 6= cj for i 6= j. These
weights make up an AT system. We take two AT systems as follows:
u = (e−x
2+c1x, . . . , e−x
2+cm1x), v = (e−x
2+d1x, . . . , e−x
2+dm2x).
where c1 < . . . < cm1 , d1 < . . . < dm2 . Then we can construct an AT matrix measure as
follows
dS = vTu dx =

e−2x
2+(c1+d1)xdx · · · e−2x2+(cm1+d1)xdx
... . . .
...
e−2x
2+(c1+dm2 )xdx · · · e−2x2+(cm1+dm2 )xdx
 .
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From Theorem 2.1.10 this matrix of measures is perfect and from Theorem 2.2.2 their
corresponding MTOP interlace their zeros.
Note that changing variables we obtain the matrix
dS =

e−t
2+f1,1t dt√
2
· · · e−t2+fm1,1t dt√
2
... . . .
...
e−t
2+f1,m2 t dt√
2
· · · e−t2+fm1,m2 t dt√
2
 ,
where every row and every column contains an AT system of weights whose multiple
orthogonal polynomials are the multiple Hermite polynomials. In [21] and [24], mixed
type Hermite polynomials appear in non-intersecting Brownian motion models.
2.3.2 Mixed type multiple Laguerre polynomials of the second kind
Multiple Laguerre polynomials of the second kind are orthogonal with respect to mea-
sures (µ1, . . . , µr) which are given by dµj(x) = xαe−cjxdx on [0,∞) where α > −1,
cj > 0 and ci 6= cj whenever i 6= j. These weights form an AT system. We take
u = (xαe−c1x, . . . , xαe−cm1x), α > −1, cj > 0, ci 6= cj, i 6= j,
and
v = (xβe−d1x, . . . , xβe−dm2x), β > −1, dj > 0, di 6= dj, i 6= j.
Then we construct the following AT matrix measure
dS = vTu dx =

xα+βe−(c1+d1)xdx · · · xα+βe−(cm1+d1)xdx
... . . .
...
xα+βe−(c1+dm2 )xdx · · · xα+βe−(cm1+dm2 )xdx
 .
Note that this matrix can be written as
dS = vTu dx =

xγe−f1,1xdx · · · xγe−fm1,1xdx
... . . .
...
xγe−f1,m2xdx · · · xγe−fm1,m2xdx
 ,
where every row and column contains an AT system of weights whose multiple orthogonal
polynomials are the multiple Laguerre polynomials of the second kind.
From Theorem 2.1.10 this matrix of measures is perfect and from Theorem 2.2.2 their
corresponding MTOP interlace their zeros.
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2.3.3 Mixed type multiple Laguerre polynomials of the first-second
kind
Multiple Laguerre polynomials of the first kind are orthogonal with respect to AT
systems of weights (µ1, . . . , µr) with dµj(x) = xαje−xdx on [0,∞) where αi − αj 6∈ Z
whenever i 6= j, αj > −1.
Now we combine multiple Laguerre polynomials of the first and the second kind. Set
u = (xα1e−x, . . . , xαm1e−x), αi − αj 6∈ Z, i 6= j, αj > −1, j = 1, . . . ,m1,
and
v = (xβe−d1x, . . . , xβe−dm2x), di 6= dj, i 6= j.
Both vectors are defined on [0,∞). Then, we construct
dS = vTu dx =

xβ+α1e−(1+d1)xdx · · · xβ+αm1e−(1+d1)x
... . . .
...
xβ+α1e−(1+dm2 )xdx · · · xβ+αm1e−(1+dm2 )xdx
 ,
that we know is perfect and their corresponding MTOP interlace their zeros.
2.4 Mixed type Hermite-Padé approximants
The mixed type multiple-orthogonal polynomials have a close link with the theory of
Hermite-Padé approximants, In [71], Sorokin introduced the following construction. Let
S ∈Mm2×m1(∆).
S =

s1,1 · · · s1,m1
... . . .
...
sm2,1 · · · sm2,m1

Define the matrix Markov type function
Ŝ(z) =
∫
dS(x)
z − x
understanding that integration is carried out entry by entry on the matrix S.
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Fix a multi-index n = (n1;n2) ∈ Zm1+ × Zm2+ , such that |n1| = |n2| + 1. We denote
ni = (ni,1, . . . , ni,mi), i = 1, 2. There exists a vector polynomial An = (an,1, . . . , an,m1),
such that
i) An 6≡ 0, deg an,j ≤ n1,j − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m1, (deg an,j = −1 means an,j ≡ 0)
ii) (ŜATn −BTn)(z) = (O(1/zn2,1+1), . . . ,O(1/zn2,m2+1)T =: O(1/zn2+1), z →∞.
for some m2 dimensional vector polynomial Bn (the super-index T means taking trans-
pose and 0 denotes the zero vector). Finding An reduces to solving a linear homogeneous
system of |n2| equations determined by the conditions ii) on |n1| unknowns (the total
number of coefficients of the polynomials an,j, j = 1, . . . ,m1). Since |n2| + 1 = |n1| a
non trivial solution exists.
Definition 2.4.1. A non zero vector An satisfying i)-ii) is called mixed type Hermite-Padé
approximant relative to Ŝ and n ∈ (Zm1+ × Zm2+ )?.
This construction has as particular cases type I (m2 = 1), type II (m1 = 1) Hermite-
Padé approximants and classical Padé approximants when m2 = 1 and m1 = 1.
Lemma 2.4.2. Let Ŝ and n ∈ (Zm1+ ×Zm2+ )? be given. Then mixed type Hermite-Padé ap-
proximants relative to Ŝ and n coincide with mixed type multiple-orthogonal polynomials
with respect to S and n. That is An satisfies
0 =
∫
Dn(x)dS(x)A
T
n(x), dS(x) =

ds1,1(x) · · · ds1,m1(x)
... . . .
...
dsm2,1(x) · · · dsm2,m1(x)
 , (2.15)
where Dn = (dn,1 . . . , dn,m2) is an arbitrary vector polynomial such that deg dn,i < n
2
i ,
i = 1, . . . ,m2 (when deg dn,i = −1 we assume that dn,i ≡ 0).
This result may be proved as Lemma 3.1.2 below without any substantial change, so
we omit it.
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P ADÉ approximation has two natural extensions to vector rational approximation throu-gh the so called type I and type II Hermite-Padé approximants. The convergence
properties of type II Hermite-Padé approximants have been studied. For such approx-
imants Markov and Stieltjes type theorems are available. In this chapter, we provide
Markov and Stieltjes type theorems on the convergence of type I Hermite-Padé approx-
imants for Nikishin systems of functions. As a consequence of this result we can detect
the location of the zeros of the type I Hermite-Padé approximants and we obtain some
interlacing properties of their zeros.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 we present some notions and
auxiliary results. Section 3.2 contains the proof of the main theorem of this chapter and
some extensions of it, estimates of the rate of convergence for the case when ∆m or ∆m−1
is bounded, and applications to other simultaneous approximation schemes.
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3.1 Preliminary notions
Recall that given a system of finite Borel measures S = (s1, . . . , sm) with constant
sign and a multi-index n = (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Zm+ \ {0}, |n| = n1 + · · · + nm, where Z+
denotes the set of non-negative integers and 0 the m-dimensional zero vector, their exist
polynomials an,j, j = 0, . . . ,m, not all identically equal to zero, such that:
• deg an,j ≤ nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m, deg an,0 ≤ max(nj) − 2, (deg an,j ≤ −1
means that an,j ≡ 0)
• an,0(z) +
∑m
j=1 an,j(z)ŝj(z) = O(1/z|n|), z →∞.
Analogously, there exist polynomials Qn, Pn,j, j = 1, . . . ,m, satisfying:
• degQn ≤ |n|, Qn 6≡ 0, degPn,j ≤ |n| − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m,
• Qn(z)ŝj(z)− Pn,j(z) = O(1/znj+1), z →∞, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Traditionally, the systems of polynomials (an,0, . . . , an,m) and (Qn, Pn,1, . . . , Pn,m) have
been called type I and type II Hermite-Padé approximants of (ŝ1, . . . , ŝm), respectively.
When m = 1 both definitions reduce to that of classical Padé approximation.
From the definition, type II Hermite-Padé approximation is easy to view as an approx-
imating scheme of the vector function (ŝ1, . . . , ŝm) by considering a sequence of vector
rational functions of the form (Pn,1/Qn, . . . , Pn,m/Qn),n ∈ Λ ⊂ Zm+ , where Qn is a
common denominator for all components. Regarding type I, it is not obvious what is
the object to be approximated or even what should be considered as the approximant.
Our goal is to clarify these questions providing straightforward analogues of the Markov
and Stieltjes theorems in the case when (s1, . . . , sm) is a Nikishin system (see Defini-
tion 1.2.2).
When m = 2, for multi-indices of the form n = (n, n) E.M. Nikishin proved in [59]
that
lim
n→∞
Pn,j(z)
Qn(z)
= ŝj(z), j = 1, 2,
uniformly on each compact subset of C \ ∆1. In [16] this result was extended to any
Nikishin system of m measures, including generating measures with unbounded support.
The convergence for more general sequences of multi-indices was treated in [30, 31] and
[42].
In [33, Lemma 2.9] it was shown that if (σ1, . . . , σm) is a generator of a Nikishin
system then (σm, . . . , σ1) is also a generator (as well as any subsystem of consecutive
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measures drawn from them). When the supports are bounded and consecutive supports
do not intersect this is trivially true. In the following, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ m we denote
sj,k := 〈σj, σj+1, . . . , σk〉, sk,j := 〈σk, σk−1, . . . , σj〉.
To state our main results, the natural framework is that of incomplete multi-point type
I Hermite-Padé approximation.
Definition 3.1.1. Let (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm),n = (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Zm+ \ {0}.
Fix ` ∈ Z+ and a polynomial wn, degwn ≤ |n|+ max(nj)− `− 2, with real coefficients
whose zeros lie in C \∆1. We say that (pn,0, . . . , pn,m) is an incomplete type I multi-point
Hermite-Padé approximation of (ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m) with respect to wn if:
i) deg pn,j ≤ nj−1, j = 1, . . . ,m, deg pn,0 ≤ n0−1, n0 := maxj=1,...,m(nj)−1,
not all identically equal to 0 (nj = 0 implies that pn,j ≡ 0),
ii) An,0/wn ∈ H(C \ ∆1) and An,0(z)/wn(z) = O(1/z|n|−`), z → ∞,
where
An,j(z) := pn,j(z) +
m∑
k=j+1
pn,k(z)ŝj+1,k(z), j = 0, . . . ,m− 1.
When ` = 0 we say that (pn,0, . . . , pn,m) is a type I multi-point Hermite-Padé ap-
proximation of (ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m) with respect to wn and to distinguish this case we write
(an,0, . . . , an,m) to denote this vector.
If degwn = |n| + max(nj) − ` − 2 the second part of ii) is automatically fulfilled.
Should degwn = N < |n|+max(nj)−`−2 then |n|+max(nj)−`−2−N (asymptotic)
interpolation conditions are imposed at∞. In general |n|+max(nj)− `−2 interpolation
conditions are imposed at points in (C \∆1)∪{∞}. The total number of free parameters
(the coefficients of the polynomials pn,j, j = 0. . . . ,m) is bigger than |n| + max(nj) −
` − 2; therefore, the homogeneous linear system of equations to be solved in order that
i)-ii) take place always has a non-trivial solution. Notice that when wn ≡ 1 and ` = 0 we
recover the definition given above for classical type I Hermite-Padé approximation.
An analogous definition can be given for type II multi-point Hermite-Padé approxi-
mants but we will not dwell into this. Algebraic and analytic properties regarding unique-
ness, integral representations, asymptotic behavior, and orthogonality conditions satisfied
by type I and type II Hermite-Padé approximants have been studied, for example, in
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[16, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 42, 59] and [61, Chapter 4], which include the case of
multi-point approximation.
We begin with a lemma which allows to give an integral representation for the remain-
der of type I multi-point Hermite-Padé approximants.
Lemma 3.1.2. Let (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) be given. Assume that there exist
polynomials with real coefficients a0, . . . , am and a polynomial w with real coefficients
whose zeros lie in C \∆1 such that
A(z)
w(z)
∈ H(C \∆1) and A(z)
w(z)
= O
(
1
zN
)
, z →∞,
where A := a0 +
∑m
k=1 akŝ1,k and N ≥ 1. Let A1 := a1 +
∑m
k=2 akŝ2,k. Then
A(z)
w(z)
=
∫ A1(x)
(z − x)
dσ1(x)
w(x)
. (3.1)
If N ≥ 2, we also have∫
xνA1(x)dσ1(x)
w(x)
= 0, ν = 0, . . . , N − 2. (3.2)
In particular, A1 has at least N − 1 sign changes in
◦
∆1.
Proof. We have
A(z) = a0(z) +
m∑
k=1
ak(z)ŝ1,k(z)∓ w(z)
∫ A1(x)
(z − x)
dσ1(x)
w(x)
=
a0(z) +
∫ ∑m
k=1(w(x)ak(z)− w(z)ak(x))ds1,k(x)
(z − x)w(x) + w(z)
∫ A1(x)
(z − x)
dσ1(x)
w(x)
.
For each k = 1, . . . ,m
(w(x)ak(z)− w(z)ak(x)) /(z − x)
is a polynomial in z. Therefore,
P (z) := a0(z) +
∫ ∑m
k=1(w(x)ak(z)− w(z)ak(x))ds1,k(x)
(z − x)w(x)
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represents a polynomial. Consequently
A(z) = P (z) + w(z)
∫ A1(x)dσ1(x)
(z − x)w(x) = w(z)O(1/z
N), z →∞.
These equalities imply that
P (z) = w(z)O(1/z), z →∞,
Therefore, degP < degw and is equal to zero at all the zeros of w. Hence P ≡ 0.
(Should w be a constant polynomial likewise we get that P ≡ 0.) Thus, we have proved
(3.1).
From our assumptions and (3.1), it follows that
A(z)
w(z)
=
∫ A1(x)
(z − x)
dσ1(x)
w(x)
= O(1/zN), z →∞.
Suppose that N ≥ 2. We have the asymptotic expansion∫ A1(x)
(z − x)
dσ1(x)
w(x)
=
N−2∑
ν=0
dν
zν+1
+
∫
xN−1A1(x)
zN−1(z − x)
dσ1(x)
w(x)
=
N−2∑
ν=0
dν
zN+1
+O(1/zN), z →∞,
where
dν =
∫
xνA1(x)dσ1(x)
w(x)
, ν = 0, . . . , N − 2.
Therefore,
dν = 0, ν = 0, . . . , N − 2,
which is (3.2).
Suppose that A1 has at most N˜ < N − 1 sign changes in
◦
∆1 at the points x1, . . . , xN .
Take q(x) =
∏N˜
k=1(x− xk). According to (3.2)∫
q(x)A1(x)dσ1(x)
w(x)
= 0
which is absurd because q(a1 +
∑m
k=2 akŝ2,k)/w has constant sign in ∆1 and σ1 is a
measure with constant sign in ∆1 whose support contains infinitely many points. Thus,
the number of sign changes must be greater or equal to N − 1 as claimed.
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Using induction, this lemma already allows to prove the AT property for Nikishin
system when the multi-indices are in the class
Zm+ (~) = {n ∈ Zm+ : 1 ≤ j < k ≤ m⇒ nk ≤ nj + 1}
That result is due to Driver and Stahl (see [27, Theorem 2.4.1]).
Some relations concerning the reciprocal and ratio of Cauchy transforms of measures
will be useful. It is known that for each σ ∈ M(∆), where ∆ is contained in a half line,
there exists a measure τ ∈M(∆) and `(z) = az + b, a = 1/|σ|, b ∈ R, such that
1/σ̂(z) = `(z) + τ̂(z), (3.3)
where |σ| is the total variation of the measure σ. See [46, Appendix] and [74, Theorem
6.3.5] for measures with compact support, and [33, Lemma 2.3] when the support is
contained in a half line.
We call τ the inverse measure of σ. Such measures appear frequently in our reason-
ings, so we will fix a notation to distinguish them. In relation with measures denoted
with s they will carry over to them the corresponding sub-indices. The same goes for the
polynomials `. For example,
1/ŝj,k(z) = `j,k(z) + τ̂j,k(z).
We also write
1/σ̂α(z) = `α(z) + τ̂α(z).
Sometimes we write 〈σα, σβ 〉̂ in place of ŝα,β . In [33, Lemma 2.10], several formulas
involving ratios of Cauchy transforms were proved. The most useful ones in this chapter
establish that
ŝ1,k
ŝ1,1
=
|s1,k|
|s1,1| − 〈τ1,1, 〈s2,k, σ1〉̂〉, 1 = j < k ≤ m. (3.4)
Let
◦
∆ denote the interior of ∆ with the Euclidean topology of the real line. We have
Theorem 3.1.3. Let (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm),n = (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Zm+ \ {0},
and wn, degwn ≤ |n|+ max(nj)− 2, a polynomial with real coefficients whose zeros lie
in C \∆1, be given. The type I multi-point Hermite-Padé approximation (an,0, . . . , an,m)
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of (ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m) with respect to wn is uniquely determined except for a constant factor,
and deg an,j = nj − 1, j = 0, . . . ,m. Moreover∫
xνAn,1(x)dσ1(x)
wn(x)
= 0, ν = 0, . . . , |n| − 2, (3.5)
which implies thatAn,1 has exactly |n|−1 simple zeros in
◦
∆1 and no other zeros inC\∆2.
Additionally,
An,0(z)
wn(z)
=
∫ An,1(x)dσ1(x)
wn(x)(z − x) (3.6)
and
an,0(z) = −
∫ ∑m
j=1(wn(x)an,j(z)− wn(z)an,j(x))ds1,j(x)
(z − x)wn(x) . (3.7)
Notice that nothing has been said about the location of the zeros of the polynomials
an,j . For special sequences of multi-indices this information can be deduced from the
convergence of type I Hermite-Padé approximants.
Proof. Let (an,0, . . . , an,m) be a type I multi-point Hermite-Padé approximation of the
vector of functions (ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m) with respect to wn. From Definition 3.1.1, formulas
(3.5) and (3.6) follow directly from (3.2) and (3.1), respectively. Relation (3.7) is obtained
from (3.6) solving for an,0.
In the proof of Lemma 3.1.2 we saw that (3.5) implies that An,1 has at least |n| − 1
sign changes in
◦
∆1. We have that (s2,2, . . . , s2,m) = N (σ2, . . . , σm) forms a Nikishin
system. According to [33, Theorem 1.1], An,1 can have at most |n| − 1 zeros in C \∆2.
Taking account of what we proved previously, it follows that An,1 has exactly |n| − 1
simple zeros in
◦
∆1 and it has no other zero in C \∆2. This is true for any n ∈ Zm+ \ {0}.
Suppose that for some n ∈ Zm+ \ {0} and some j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we have that
deg an,j = n˜j − 1 < nj − 1. Then, according to [33, Theorem 1.1] An,1 could have
at most |n| − nj + n˜j − 1 ≤ |n| − 2 zeros in C \ ∆2. This is absurd because we have
proved that it has |n| − 1 zeros in ◦∆1.
Now, suppose that for some n ∈ Zm+ \ {0}, there exist two non collinear type I
multi-point Padé approximants (an,0, . . . , an,m) and (a˜n,0, . . . , a˜n,m) of (ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m)
with respect to wn. From (3.7) it follows that (an,1, . . . , an,m) and (a˜n,1, . . . , a˜n,m) are not
collinear. We know that deg an,j = deg a˜n,j = nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m. Consequently, there
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exist some constant C such that (an,1 − Ca˜n,1, . . . , an,m − Ca˜n,m) 6= 0 and deg(an,j −
Ca˜n,j) < nj−1 for some j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. By linearity, (an,0 − Ca˜n,0, . . . , an,m − Ca˜n,m)
is a multi-point type I Hermite-Padé approximant of (ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m) with respect to wn.
This is not possible because deg(an,j − Ca˜n,j) < nj − 1. Therefore, non-collinear solu-
tions cannot exist.
We still need to show that deg an0 = n0 − 1. To this end we need to transform An,0.
Let j be the first component of n such that nj = maxk=1,...,m nk. Since n0 = nj − 1, we
have that either j = 1 or n0 ≥ nk, k = 1, . . . , j − 1. If j = 1, using (3.3) and (3.4) it
follows that
Bn,0 := An,0
ŝ1,1
= `1,1an,0 +
m∑
k=1
|s1,k|
|s1,1|an,k + an,0τ̂1,1 −
m∑
k=2
an,k〈τ1,1, 〈s2,k, σ1〉̂〉,
where
Bn,0/wn ∈ H(C \∆1), Bn,0(z)/wn(z) = O(1/z|n|−1), z →∞.
Using Lemma 3.1.2 it follows that∫
xνBn,1(x)dτ1,1(x)
wn(x)
, ν = 0, . . . , |n| − 3.
where Bn,1 = an,0 −
∑m
k=2 an,k〈〈σ2, σ1〉, σ3, . . . , σk 〉̂. Hence Bn,1 has at least |n| − 2
sign changes in
◦
∆1. According to [33, Theorem 1.1] the linear form Bn,1 has at most
deg an,0 +n2 + · · ·+nm zeros in all of C \∆2. Should deg an,0 ≤ n0− 2, we would have
that deg an,0 + n2 + · · · + nm ≤ |n| − 3 which contradicts that Bn,1 has at least |n| − 2
zeros in
◦
∆1. Thus, when j = 1 it is true that deg an,0 = n0 − 1. For j > 1, the proof is
similar.
Suppose that j, as defined in the previous paragraph, is≥ 2. Then, either n0 = nk, k =
1, . . . , j − 1 or there exists  < j for which n0 = nk, k = 1, . . . , − 1 and n0 > n. In
the first case, applying [33, Lemma 2.12], we obtain that there exists a Nikishin system
(s∗1,1, . . . , s
∗
1,m) = N (σ∗1, . . . , σ∗m), a multi-index n∗ = (n∗0, . . . , n∗m) ∈ Zm+1+ which is a
permutation of n with n∗0 = nj , and polynomials with real coefficients a
∗
n,k, deg a
∗
n,k ≤
n∗k − 1, k = 0, . . . ,m, such that
An,0
ŝ1,j
= a∗n,0 +
m∑
k=1
a∗n,kŝ
∗
1,k
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Due to the structure of the values of the components of the multi-index we have that
a∗n,j = (−1)jan,0 and n∗j = n0 (see also formula (31) in [32]). We can proceed as before
and find that deg a∗n,j = n
∗
j − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m. In particular, deg an,0 = n0 − 1. In the
other case, [33, Lemma 2.12] gives that
An,0
ŝ1,j
= a∗n,0 +
m∑
k=1
a∗n,kŝ
∗
1,k
where a∗n, = ±an,0 + Can,, C 6= 0 is some constant, and n∗ = n0, Repeating the
arguments employed above, we obtain that deg a∗n,j = n
∗
j−1, j = 1, . . . ,m. In particular,
deg a∗n, = n
∗
 − 1 = n0 − 1 wich implies that deg an,0 = n0 − 1 since deg a∗n, =
deg an,0.
Remark 3.1.4. We wish to point out that in the statement of [33, Theorem 1.1] there is
a missprint on the last line where C should replace C. That is, it should refer to zeros at
finite points. This can be checked looking at the statements of [33, Lemmas 2.1, 2.2] and
the proof of [33, Theorem 1.1] itself.
The following result has independent interest and will be used in combination with
Lemma 3.2.2 in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. Recall that a positive measure s, supp(s) ⊂
R+ is said to satisfy Carleman’s condition if∑
n>1
c−1/2nn =∞,
where cn =
∫
xnds(x) is the n-th moment. A negative measure s is said to satisfy Carle-
man’s condition if −s satisfies that property. A measure s whose support is contained in
a half line satisfies Carleman’s condition if after an affine transformation which takes the
convex hull of s to a subset of R+ the image measure satifies Carleman’s condition. It is
easy to verify that this definiton does not depend on the affine transformation taken.
Theorem 3.1.5. Let σ1, σ2 ∈ M(∆), where ∆1 is contained in a half line. If σ1 satisfies
Carleman’s condition so do 〈σ1, σ2〉 and τ1, where τ1 is the inverse measure of σ1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that ∆ ⊂ R+ and that σ1 is positive.
Let (cn)n∈Z+ and (c˜n)n∈Z+ denote the sequences of moments of σ1 and s1,2 = 〈σ1, σ2〉,
respectively. Since σ̂2 has constant sign on R+, we have that
|c˜n| =
∫
xn|σ̂2(x)|dσ1(x) ≤
∫ 1
0
xn|σ̂2(x)|dσ1(x)+
∫ ∞
1
xn|σ̂2(x)|dσ1(x) ≤ |s1,2|+Ccn,
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where C = max{|σ̂2(x)| : x ∈ [1,+∞)} < ∞ because limx→∞ σ̂2(x) = 0. Conse-
quently, ∑
n≥1
|c˜n|−1/2n ≥
∑
n≥1
(|s1,2|+ Ccn)−1/2n (3.8)
≥
∑
{n:Ccn<|s1,2|}
(2|s1,2|)−1/2n +
∑
{n:Ccn≥|s1,2|}
(2Ccn)
−1/2n. (3.9)
If the first sum after the last inequality contains infinitely many terms then that sum is al-
ready divergent. If it has finitely many terms then Carleman’s condition for σ1 guarantees
that the second sum is divergent. Thus, s1,2 satisfies Carleman’s condition.
To prove the second part we need to express the moments (dn)n∈Z+ of τ1 in terms
of the moments of σ1. In the proof of [33, Lemma 2.3] it was proved that the moments
(dn)n∈Z+ are finite (since all the moments of σ1 are finite) and they can be obtained solving
recursively the system of equations
1 = d−2c0
0 = d−2c1 + d−1c0
0 = d−2c2 + d−1c1 + d0c0
... =
...
0 = d−2cn+2 + d−1cn+1 + · · ·+ dnc0 .
(3.10)
(The values of d−2 and d−1 turn out to be the coefficients a and b, respectively, of the
polynomial `1 in the decomposition (4.17) of 1/σ̂1.) Read the paragraph after formula (9)
in [33].
To find dn we apply Cramer’s rule and we get
dn = (−1)nΩn/cn+30 (3.11)
where cn+30 gives the value of the determinant of the system and
Ωn =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
c1 c0 0 · · ·
c2 c1
. . . . . .
... . . . . . . . . .
cn+2 cn+1 · · · c1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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is the determinant of a lower Hessenberg matrix of dimension n+2 with constant diagonal
terms. The expansion of the determinant Ωn has several characteristics:
• It has exactly 2n+1 non zero terms.
• For each n ≥ 0, the sum of the subindices of each non zero term equals n + 2 (if a
factor is repeated its subindex is counted as many times as it is repeated).
• The number of factors in each term is equal to n+ 2.
The last assertion is trivial. To calculate the number of non zero terms notice that from
the first row we can only choose 2 non zeros entries. Once this is done, from the second
row we can only choose 2 non zero entries, and so forth, until we get to the last row where
we only have left one non zero entry to choose.
Regarding the second assertion we use induction. When n = 0 it is obvious. As-
sume that each non zero term in the expansion of Ωn has the property that the sum of its
subindices equals n+ 2 and let us show that each non zero term in the expansion of Ωn+1
has the property that the sum of its subindices equals n + 3. Expanding Ωn+1 by its first
row we obtain
Ωn+1 = c1Ωn − c0Ω∗n,
where Ω∗n is obtained substituting the first column of Ωn by the column vector
(c2, . . . , cn+3)
T
(the superscript T means taking transpose). Using the induction hypothesis it easily fol-
lows that for each term arising from c1Ωn and c0Ω∗n the sum of its subindices must equal
n+ 3.
Using the properties proved above we obtain that the general expression of Ωn is
Ωn =
n+2∑
j=1
∑
α1+···+αj=n+2
εαc
n+2−j
0 cα1 · · · cαj ,
where α = (α1, . . . , αj), 1 ≤ αk ≤ n+ 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ j and εα = ±1. Thus
|Ωn| ≤
n+2∑
j=1
∑
α1+···+αj=n+2
cn+2−j0 cα1 · · · cαj . (3.12)
From all these terms there is only one which contains the factor cn+2 and that is when
j = 1. That term is cn+10 cn+2. In the rest of the terms 1 ≤ αk ≤ n+ 1. Let us prove that
cn+2−j0 cα1 · · · cαj ≤ cn+10 cn+2 for all α. (3.13)
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In fact, using the Holder inequality on each factor except the first, it follows that
cn+2−j0 cα1 · · · cαj ≤ cn+2−j0
(∫
xn+2dσ1(x)
)∑j
k=1 αk/(n+2)
(∫
dσ1(x)
)j−(∑jk=1 αk)/(n+2)
.
It rests to employ that
∑j
k=1 αk = n+ 2 to complete the proof of (3.13).
From (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13), we have that
dn ≤ 2n+1cn+2/c20
and the Carleman condition for τ1 readily follows.
3.2 A Markov theorem for type I Hermite-Padé approxi-
mants
We are ready to state the main results of this chapter.
Theorem 3.2.1. Let S = (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm), Λ ⊂ Zm+ an infinite se-
quence of distinct muti-indices, and (wn)n∈Λ, degwn ≤ |n| + max(nj) − 2, a sequence
of polynomials with real coefficients whose zeros lie in C \ ∆1, be given. Consider the
corresponding sequence (an,0, . . . , an,m) ,n ∈ Λ, of type I multi-point Hermite-Padé ap-
proximants of S with respect to (wn)n∈Λ. Assume that
sup
n∈Λ
(
max
j=1,...,m
(nj)− min
k=1,...,m
(nk)
)
≤ C <∞, (3.14)
and that either ∆m−1 is bounded away from ∆m or σm satisfies Carleman’s condition.
Then,
lim
n∈Λ
an,j
an,m
= (−1)m−j ŝm,j+1, j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, (3.15)
uniformly on each compact subset K ⊂ C \∆m. The accumulation points of sequences
of zeros of the polynomials an,j, j = 0, . . . ,m,n ∈ Λ are contained in ∆m ∪ {∞}.
Additionally,
lim
n∈Λ
An,j
an,m
= 0, j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, (3.16)
uniformly on each compact subset K ⊂ C \ (∆j+1 ∪∆m).
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That is, for j = 0, . . . ,m − 1 the sequences of rational functions (an,j/an,m) ,n ∈ Λ
allow to recover the Cauchy transforms of the measures in N (σm, . . . , σ1) in contrast
with the sequences (Pn,j/Qn) ,n ∈ Λ, j = 1, . . . ,m, of type II multi-point Hermite-Padé
approximants which recover the Cauchy transforms of the measures in N (σ1, . . . , σm).
Rahkmanov and Suetin, in [63] and [64] obtain a related result. The first one of these
papers announces the results contained in the second one. Those papers deal with the
study of type I Hermite-Padé approximants for an interesting class of systems of two
functions (m = 2) which form a generalized Nikishin system in the sense that the second
generating measure lives on a symmetric (with respect to the real line) compact set which
does not separate the complex plane and is made up of finitely many analytic arcs. The
authors obtain the logarithmic asymptotic of the sequences of Hermite-Padé polynomials
an,j, j = 1, 2, and an analogue of (3.15) for j = 1. Convergence is proved in capacity
(see [63, Theorem 1] and [64, Theorem 1]. We wish to underline that in Theorem 3.2.1
no special analytic properties is required from the generating measures of the Nikishin
system.
The notion of convergence in Hausdorff content plays a central role in the rest of this
thesis. Let B be a subset of the complex plane C. By U(B) we denote the class of all
coverings of B by at most a numerable set of disks. Set
h(B) = inf
{ ∞∑
i=1
|Ui| : {Ui} ∈ U(B)
}
,
where |Ui| stands for the radius of the disk Ui. The quantity h(B) is called the 1-
dimensional Hausdorff content (or simply Hausdorff content) of the set B.
From the definition it is easily seen that the 1-dimensional Hausdorff content of the
disk of radius R is exactly R.
Let P (z) =
∏l
k=1(z − ak) be a monic polynomial of degree l. Consider the set
E = {z : |P (z)| ≤ R}. It is easy to check that E ⊂ ∪lk=1{z : |z − ak| ≤ R1/l}. Since
Hausdorff content is a subadditive function of sets, it readly follows that h(E) ≤ lR1/l.
The 1-dimensional Hausdorff content is monotonic and subadditive, however, it is not
a measure because, in general, the σ-additive property does not hold.
Let (ϕn)n∈N be a sequence of complex functions defined on a domain D ⊂ C and ϕ
another function defined on D (the value∞ is permitted). We say that (ϕn)n∈N converges
in Hausdorff content to the function ϕ inside D if for each compact subset K of D and
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for each ε > 0, we have
lim
n→∞
h{z ∈ K : |ϕn(z)− ϕ(z)| > ε} = 0
(by convention∞±∞ =∞). We denote this writing h-limn→∞ ϕn = ϕ inside D.
Another common way, in the complex plane, to measure a the size of set E ⊂ C is
through the concept of logaritmic capacity. That definition can be introduced in several
manners, we follow the notation and the definitions used in Chapter 5, [69].
Let K be a compact set of the complex plane C. LetM(K) denote the space of all
finite Borel meausure whose support is contained in K (supp(µ) ⊂ K). We will denote
by |µ| = µ(K), the total variation of the measure µ. It is straightfoward that
I(µ) =
∫ ∫
log
1
|z − ζ|dµ(z)dµ(ζ) ≥ |µ|
2 log
1
d
(3.17)
where d = max {|z − x| : z, x ∈ K}. We call I(µ) the energy of the meausure µ. From
(3.17) we deduce that
I(K) = inf
|µ|=1
{I(µ) : µ ∈M(K)} ≥ log 1
d
> −∞ (3.18)
We call logaritmic capacity of the compact set K the number
cap(K) = exp−I(K) .
If U denotes an open set, its capacity is defined as
cap(U) = sup {cap(K) : K ⊂ U and K is compact} .
For, an arbitrary set F
cap(F ) = inf {cap(U) : U ⊃ F and F is open}
From the definition it readly follows that the capacity of sets is a monotonic function.
There are sets of logaritmic capacity equal to zero, for example, if E is a set with only
a numerable number of points, then every probabiltity measure µ supported on E has
at least one mass point; otherwise by the σ − additivity we have that |µ| = 0. It is
easy to check that the energy of a measure with at least one mass point is equal to infin-
ity which implies that every numerable set has zero logaritmic capacity. There are non
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numerable sets with zero logaritmic capacity, but from the definition it follows that the
unique measure with finite energy supported on a set with zero logaritmic capacity is the
zero measure. There are sets of Lebesgue measure zero that don not have zero logaritmic
capacity; however, the sets with zero logaritmic capacity have zero Lebesgue measure.
Let (ϕn)n∈N be a sequence of complex functions defined on a domain D ⊂ C and ϕ
another function defined on D (the value∞ is permitted). We say that (ϕn)n∈N converges
in logaritmic capacity to the function ϕ inside D if for each compact subset K of D and
for each ε > 0, we have
lim
n→∞
cap{z ∈ K : |ϕn(z)− ϕ(z)| > ε} = 0
We denote this writing C-limn→∞ ϕn = ϕ inside D.
Recall that if P is a monic polynomial of degree l and E = {z : |P (z)| ≤ R} then
h(E) ≤ lR1/l. For the capacity it is well known that cap(E) = R1/l. These relations
and the mononicity of the capacity and 1-Hausdorff content are the basic used to prove
convergence in either sense of rational approximants. This allows us to assert that in
the rest of the thesis all results stated in terms of convergence in 1-Hausdorff content
are equally true with convergence in capacity. We work with 1-Hausdorff content for
convenience since it is a much more geometric object.
To obtain Theorem 3.2.1 we first prove (3.15) with convergence in Hausdorff content
in place of uniform convergence (see Lemma 3.2.3 below). We need the following notion.
Let s ∈ M(∆) where ∆ is contained in a half line of the real axis. Fix an arbitrary
κ ≥ −1. Consider a sequence of polynomials (wn)n∈Λ,Λ ⊂ Z+, such that degwn =
κn ≤ 2n + κ + 1, whose zeros lie in R \ ∆. Let (Rn)n∈Λ be a sequence of rational
functions Rn = pn/qn with real coefficients satisfying the following conditions for each
n ∈ Λ:
a) deg pn ≤ n+ κ, deg qn ≤ n, qn 6≡ 0,
b) (qnŝ− pn)(z)/wn = O
(
1/zn+1−`
) ∈ H(C \∆), z →∞, where ` ∈ Z+ is fixed.
We say that (Rn)n∈Λ is a sequence of incomplete diagonal multi-point Padé approximants
of ŝ.
Notice that in this construction for each n ∈ Λ the number of free parameters equals
2n+ κ+ 2 whereas the number of homogeneous linear equations to be solved in order to
find qn and pn is equal to 2n + κ− ` + 1. When ` = 0 there is only one more parameter
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than equations and Rn is defined uniquely coinciding with a (near) diagonal multi-point
Padé approximation. When ` ≥ 1 uniqueness is not guaranteed, thus the term incomplete.
For sequences of incomplete diagonal multi-point Padé approximants, the following
Stieltjes type theorem was proved in [16, Lemma 2] in terms of convergence in logaritmic
capacity and we reformulate it using 1-Hausdorff content.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let s ∈ M(∆) be given where ∆ is contained in a half line. Assume that
(Rn)n∈Λ satisfies a)-b) and either the number of zeros of wn lying on a bounded segment
of R \∆ tends to infinity as n→∞, n ∈ Λ, or s satisfies Carleman’s condition. Then
h− lim
n∈Λ
Rn = ŝ, inside C \∆.
Our first step consists in proving a weaker version of (3.15).
Lemma 3.2.3. Let s = (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) and Λ ⊂ Zm+ be an infinite
sequence of distinct multi-indices. Fix ` ∈ Z+ and a sequence (wn)n∈Λ, degwn ≤ |n| −
`− 1, of polynomials whose zeros lie in R \∆1. Consider a sequence of incomplete type I
multi-point Hermite-Padé approximants of s with respect to (wn)n∈Λ. Assume that (3.14)
takes place and that either ∆m−1 is bounded away from ∆m or σm satisfies Carleman’s
condition. Then, for each fixed j = 0, . . . ,m− 1
h− lim
n∈Λ
pn,j
pn,m
= (−1)m−j ŝm,j+1, h− lim
n∈Λ
pn,m
pn,j
=
(−1)m−j
ŝm,j+1
, (3.19)
inside C \∆m. There exists a constant C1, independent of Λ, such that for all n ∈ Λ, the
polynomials pn,j, j = 0, . . . ,m, have at least (|n|/(m+ 1))− C1 zeros in
◦
∆m.
Proof. If m = 1 the statement reduces directly to Lemma 3.2.2, so without loss of gener-
ality we can assume that m ≥ 2. Fix n ∈ Λ.
From Lemma 3.1.2 it follows that An,1 has at least |n| − D − 1 simple zeros in the
interior of ∆1. Therefore, there exists a polynomial wn,1, degwn,1 = |n| −D− 1, whose
zeros lie on ∆1 such that An,1
wn,1
∈ H(C \∆2). (3.20)
Set nj = max{nk : k = j, . . . ,m}. Taking into account the degrees of the polynomials
pn,j and wn,1 it follows that
An,1
wn,1
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1
)
, z →∞. (3.21)
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From (3.20), (3.21), and Lemma 3.1.2 we have thatAn,2 has at least |n| −D−n1− 1
sign changes in
◦
∆2. Therefore, there exists a polynomialwn,2, degwn,2 = |n|−D−n1−1,
whose zeros lie on ∆2, such that
An,2
wn,2
∈ H(C \∆3), and An,2
wn,2
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−n2
)
, z →∞.
Iterating this process, using Lemma 3.1.2 several times, on step j, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
we find that there exists a polynomial wn,j, degwn,j = |n| − D − n1 − · · · − nj−1 − 1,
whose zeros are points where An,j changes sign on ∆j such that
An,j
wn,j
∈ H(C \∆j+1), and An,j
wn,j
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−···−nj
)
, z →∞. (3.22)
This process concludes as soon as |n| −D − n1 − · · · − nj ≤ 0. Since limn∈Λ |n| =∞,
because of (3.14) we can always take m steps for all n ∈ Λ with |n| sufficiently large. In
what follows, we only consider such n’s.
When n1 = n1 ≥ · · · ≥ nm = nm, we obtain thatAn,m ≡ pn,m has at least nm−D−1
sign changes on ∆m. IfD = 0 since deg pn,m ≤ nm−1 this means that deg pn,m = nm−1
and all its zeros lie on ∆m. (In fact, in this case we can prove that An,j, j = 1, . . . ,m
has exactly |n| − n1 − · · · − nj−1 zeros in C \∆j+1 that they are all simple and lie in the
interior of ∆j , where ∆m+1 = ∅).
In general, pn,m has at least |n| − D − n1 − · · · − nm−1 − 1 sign changes on ∆m;
therefore, the number of zeros of pn,m which may lie outside of ∆m is bounded by
deg pn,m − (|n| −D − n1 − · · · − nm−1 − 1) ≤
m−1∑
k=1
nk − nk ≤ (m− 1)C +D,
where C is the constant given in (3.14), which does not depend on n ∈ Λ.
For j = m − 1 there exists wn,m−1, degwn,m−1 = |n| − D − n1 − · · · − nm−2 − 1,
whose zeros lie on ∆m−1 such that
An,m−1
wn,m−1
=
pn,m−1 + pn,mσ̂m
wn,m−1
∈ H(C \∆m),
and An,m−1
wn,m−1
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−···−nm−1
)
, z →∞,
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where deg pn,m−1 ≤ nm−1 − 1, deg pn,m ≤ nm − 1. Thus, using (3.14) it is easy to
check that (pn,m−1/pn,m)n∈Λ forms a sequence of incomplete diagonal multi-point Padé
approximants of −σ̂m satisfying a)-b) with appropriate values of n, κ and `. Due to The-
orem 3.1.5 and Lemma 3.2.2 it follows that
h− lim
n∈Λ
pn,m−1
pn,m
= −σ̂m, inside C \∆m.
Dividing by σ̂m and using (4.17), we also have
An,m−1
σ̂mwn,m−1
=
pn,m−1τ̂m + bn,m−1
wn,m−1
∈ H(C \∆m),
where bn,m−1 = pn,m + `mpn,m−1 and
An,m−1
σ̂mwn,m−1
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−···−nm−1−1
)
, z →∞.
Consequently, (bn,m−1/pn,m−1)n∈Λ forms a sequence of incomplete diagonal multi-point
Padé approximants of −τ̂m satisfying a)-b) with appropriate values of n, κ and `. Then
Theorem 3.1.5 and Lemma 3.2.2 imply that
h− lim
n∈Λ
bn,m−1
pn,m−1
= −τ̂m, inside C \∆m,
which is equivalent to
h− lim
n∈Λ
pn,m
pn,m−1
= −σ̂−1m , inside C \∆m,
We have proved (3.19) for j = m− 1.
For j = m − 2, we have shown that there exists a polynomial wn,m−2, degwn,m−2 =
|n| −D − n1 − · · ·nm−3 − 1, whose zeros lie on ∆m−2 such that
An,m−2
wn,m−2
=
pn,m−2 + pn,m−1σ̂m−1 + pn,m〈σm−1, σm〉̂
wn,m−2
∈ H(C \∆m−1)
and An,m−2
wn,m−2
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−···−nm−2
)
, z →∞.
However, using (4.17) and (4.19), we obtain
pn,m−2 + pn,m−1σ̂m−1 + pn,m〈σm−1, σm〉̂
σ̂m−1
=
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(`m−1pn,m−2 + pn,m−1 + C1pn,m) + pn,m−2τ̂m−1 − pn,m〈τm−1, 〈σm, σm−1〉̂〉,
where deg `m−1 = 1 and C1 is a constant. Consequently,An,m−2/(σ̂m−1) adopts the form
of A in Lemma 3.1.2, An,m−2/(σ̂m−1wn,m−2) ∈ H(C \∆m−1), and
An,m−2
σ̂m−1wn,m−2
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−···−nm−2−1
)
, z →∞. (3.23)
From Lemma 3.1.2 it follows that for ν = 0, . . . , |n| −D − n1 − · · · − nm−2 − 3∫
∆m−1
xν
(
pn,m−2(x)− pn,m(x)〈σm, σm−1〉̂(x)
) dτm−1(x)
wn,m−2(x)
= 0.
Therefore, pn,m−2 − pn,m〈σm, σm−1〉̂ ∈ H(C \ ∆m) must have at least |n| − D −
n1 − · · · − nm−2 − 2 sign changes on ∆m−1. This means that there exists a polynomial
w∗n,m−2, degw
∗
n,m−2 = |n| −D−n1− · · · −nm−2− 2, whose zeros are simple and lie on
∆m−1 such that
pn,m−2 − pn,m〈σm, σm−1〉̂
w∗n,m−2
∈ H(C \∆m)
and
pn,m−2 − pn,m〈σm, σm−1〉̂
w∗n,m−2
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−···−nm−3−2nm−2−1
)
.
Due to (3.14), this implies that (pn,m−2/pn,m), n ∈ Λ, is a sequence of incomplete diago-
nal Padé approximants of 〈σm, σm−1〉̂ and by Theorem 3.1.5 and Lemma 3.2.2 we obtain
its convergence in Hausdorff content to 〈σm, σm−1〉̂. To prove the other part in (3.19), we
divide by 〈σm, σm−1〉̂(z) use (4.17) and proceed as we did in the case j = m.
Let us prove (3.19) in general. Fix j ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 3} (for j = m − 2,m − 1
it’s been proved). Having in mind (3.22) we need to reduce An,j so as to eliminate all
pn,k, k = j+ 1, . . . ,m− 1. We start out eliminating pn,j+1. Consider the ratioAn,j/σ̂j+1.
Using (4.17) and (4.19) we obtain
An,j
σ̂j+1
=
(
`j+1pn,j +
m∑
k=j+1
|sj+1,k|
|σj+1| pn,j+1
)
+ pn,j τ̂j+1 −
m∑
k=j+2
pn,k〈τj+1, 〈sj+2,k, σj+1〉̂〉,
and An,j/(σ̂j+1) has the form of A in Lemma 3.1.2, where An,j/(σ̂j+1wn,j) ∈ H(C \
∆j+1), and
An,j
σ̂j+1wn,j
∈ O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−···−nj−1
)
, z →∞.
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From Lemma 3.1.2, we obtain that for ν = 0, . . . , |n| −D − n1 − · · · − nj − 3
0 =
∫
∆j+1
xν
(
pn,j(x)−
m∑
k=j+2
pn,k〈sj+2,k, σj+1〉̂(x)
)
dτj+1(x)
wn,j(x)
which implies that the function in parenthesis under the integral sign has at least |n|−D−
n1 − · · · − nj − 2 sign changes on ∆j+1. In turn, it follows that there exists a polynomial
w˜n,j+1, deg w˜n,j+1 = |n|−D−n1−· · ·−nj−2, whose zeros are simple and lie on ∆j+1
such that
pn,j −
∑m
k=j+2 pn,k〈sj+2,k, σj+1〉̂
w˜n,j+1
∈ H(C \∆j+2)
and
pn,j −
∑m
k=j+2 pn,k〈sj+2,k, σj+1〉̂
w˜n,j+1
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−···−nj−1−2nj−1
)
, z →∞.
Notice that pn,j+1 has been eliminated and that
〈sj+2,k, σj+1〉 = 〈〈σj+2, σj+1〉, σj+3, . . . , σk〉, k = j + 3, . . . ,m.
Now we must do away with pn,j+2 in pn,j −
∑m
k=j+2 pn,k〈sj+2,k, σj+1〉̂ (in case that
j + 2 < m). To this end, we consider the ratio
pn,j −
∑m
k=j+2 pn,k〈sj+2,k, σj+1〉̂
〈σj+2, σj+1〉̂
and repeat the arguments employed above withAn,j . After m− j−2 reductions obtained
applying consecutively Lemma 3.1.2, we find that there exists a polynomial which we
denote w∗n,j, degw
∗
n,j = |n| −D− n1− · · · − nj−1− (m− j − 1)nj − 2 whose zeros are
simple and lie on ∆m−1 such that
pn,j − (−1)m−jpn,m〈σm, . . . , σj+1〉̂
w∗n,j
∈ H(C \∆m)
and
pn,j − (−1)m−jpn,m〈σm, . . . , σj+1〉̂
w∗n,j
= O
(
1
z|n|−n1−···−nj−1−(m−j)nj−1
)
, z →∞.
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Dividing by (−1)m−j〈σm, . . . , σj+1〉̂, from here it also follows that
pn,j(−1)m−j〈σm, . . . , σj+1〉̂
−1 − pn,m
w∗n,j
∈ H(C \∆m)
and
pn,j(−1)m−j〈σm, . . . , σj+1〉̂
−1 − pn,m
w∗n,j
= O
(
1
z|n|−D−n1−···−nj−1−(m−j)nj−2
)
, z →∞.
On account of (3.14), these relations imply that (pn,j/pn,m),n ∈ Λ, is a sequence of
incomplete diagonal multi-point Padé approximants of (−1)m−j〈σm, . . . , σj+1〉̂ and
(pn,m/pn,j),n ∈ Λ, is a sequence of incomplete diagonal multi-point Padé approximants
of (−1)m−j〈σm, . . . , σj+1〉̂
−1
. Since 〈σm, . . . , σj+1〉̂
−1
= τ̂m,j+1 +`m,j+1, deg `m,j+1 = 1,
from Theorem 3.1.5 and Lemma 3.2.2 we obtain (3.19).
Now, from convergence in 1-Hausdorff content we wish to deduce uniform conver-
gence on compact subsets. In this connection, [37, Lemma 1] of A.A. Gonchar is the key.
We state it for convenience of the reader.
Lemma 3.2.4. Suppose that h-limn→∞ ϕn = ϕ inside D. Then the following assertions
hold true:
i) If the functions ϕn, n ∈ N, are holomorphic in D, then the sequence {ϕn} con-
verges uniformly on compact subsets of D and ϕ is holomorphic in D (more pre-
cisely, it is equal to a holomorphic function in D except on a set of h-content zero).
ii) If each of the functions ϕn is meromorphic in D and has no more than k < +∞
poles in this domain, then the limit function ϕ is (again except on a set of h-content
zero) also meromorphic and has no more than k poles in D.
iii) If each function ϕn is meromorphic and has no more than k < +∞ poles in D and
the function ϕ is meromorphic and has exactly k poles in D, then all ϕn, n ≥ N ,
also have k poles in D; the poles of ϕn tend to the poles z1, , . . . , zk of ϕ (taking
account of their orders) and the sequence {ϕn} tends to ϕ uniformly on compact
subsets of the domain D′ = D \ {z1, , . . . , zk}.
Remark 3.2.5. The statement of Gonchar’s lemma remains valid if we change in the
hypothesis the convergence in 1-dimensional Hausdorff content by the convergence in
logaritmic capacity.
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In the case of decreasing components in n, we saw that all the zeros of an,m lie in
∆m and [37, Lemma 1] would allow us to derive immediately uniform convergence on
each compact subset of C \ ∆m from the convergence in Hausdorff content. For other
configurations of the components of n we have to work a little harder.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. Let  be the last component of (n0, . . . , nm) such that n =
minj=0,...,m(nj). Let us prove that deg an, = n − 1, that all its zeros are simple and
lie in
◦
∆m.
From [33, Theorem 3.2] (see also [32, Theorem 1.3]) we know that there exists
a permutation λ of (0, . . . ,m) which reorders the components of (n0, n1, . . . , nm) de-
creasingly, nλ(0) ≥ · · · ≥ nλ(m), and an associated Nikishin system (r1,1, . . . , r1,m) =
N (ρ1, . . . , ρm) such that
An,0 = (qn,0 +
m∑
k=1
qn,kr̂1,k)ŝ1,λ(0), deg qn,k ≤ nλ(k) − 1, k = 0, . . . ,m.
The permutation may be taken so that for all 0 ≤ j < k ≤ n with nj = nk then also
λ(j) < λ(k). In this case, see formulas (31) in the proof of [32, Lemma 2.3], it follows
that qn,m = ±an,. Reasoning with qn,0+
∑m
k=1 qn,kr̂1,k as we did withAn,0 we obtain that
deg qn,m = nλ(m)−1 and that its zeros are all simple and lie in
◦
∆m. However, nλ(m) = n
and qn,m = ±an, so the statement holds.
The index  as defined above may depend on the multi-index n ∈ Λ. Given  ∈
{0, . . . ,m}, let us denote by Λ() the set of all n ∈ Λ such that  is the last component
of (n0, . . . , nm) such that n = minj=0,...,m(nj). Fix  and suppose that Λ() contains
infinitely many multi-indices. If  = m, then [37, Lemma 1] and the first limit in (3.19)
imply that
lim
n∈Λ(m)
an,j
an,m
= (−1)m−j ŝm,j+1, j = 0, . . . ,m− 1,
uniformly on each compact subset of C \∆m, as needed.
Assume that  ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}. Since all the zeros of an, lie in
◦
∆m, using [37,
Lemma 1] and the second limit in (3.19) for j = , we obtain that
lim
n∈Λ()
an,m
an,
=
1
(−1)m−ŝm,+1 , (3.24)
uniformly on each compact subset of C \ ∆m. The function on the right hand side of
(3.24) is holomorphic and never zero on C \ ∆m and the approximating functions are
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holomorphic on C \∆m. Using Rouche’s theorem it readily follows that on any compact
subset K ⊂ C \∆m for all sufficiently large |n|, n ∈ Λ(), the polynomials an,m have no
zero on K. This is true for any  ∈ {0, . . . ,m} such that Λ() contains infinitely many
multi-indices. Therefore, the only accumulation points of the zeros of the polynomials
an,m are in ∆m ∪ {∞}.
Hence, on any bounded regionD such thatD ⊂ C\∆m for each fixed j = 0, . . . ,m−
1, and all sufficiently large |n|,n ∈ Λ, we have that an,j/an,m ∈ H(D). From [37,
Lemma 1] and the first part of (3.19) it follows that
lim
n∈Λ
an,j
an,m
= (−1)m−j ŝm,j+1, j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, (3.25)
uniformly on each compact subset of D. Since D was chosen arbitrarily, as long as
D ⊂ C \ ∆m, it follows that the convergence is uniform on each compact subset of
C \∆m and we have (3.15).
Now,
An,j
an,m
=
an,j
an,m
+
m−1∑
k=j+1
an,k
an,m
ŝj+1,k + ŝj+1,m.
According to formula (17) in [32, Lemma 2.9]
0 ≡ (−1)m−j ŝm,j+1 +
m−1∑
k=j+1
(−1)m−kŝm,k+1ŝj+1,k + ŝj+1,m, z ∈ C \ (∆j+1 ∪∆m).
Deleting one expression from the other we have that
An,j
an,m
=
(
an,j
an,m
− (−1)m−j ŝm,j+1
)
+
m−1∑
k=j+1
(
an,k
an,m
− (−1)m−kŝm,k+1
)
ŝj+1,k (3.26)
Consequently, for each j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, from (3.15) we obtain
lim
n∈Λ
An,j
an,m
= 0
uniformly on each compact subset of C \ (∆j+1 ∪∆m) which is (3.16).
Suppose that ∆m is bounded. Let Γ be a positively oriented closed simple Jordan
curve that surrounds ∆m. Define κn,j(Γ), j = 0, . . . ,m to be the number of zeros of an,j
outside Γ. As above, given  ∈ {0, . . . ,m}, let us denote by Λ() the set of all n ∈ Λ
such that  is the last component of (n0, . . . , nm) such that n = minj=0,...,m(nj).
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Corollary 3.2.6. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1 hold and ∆m is bounded.
Then for all sufficiently large |n|,n ∈ Λ(),
κn,j(Γ) =
{
nj − n , j = 0, . . . ,m− 1,
nm − n − 1, j = m.
(3.27)
The rest of the zeros of the polynomials an,j accumulate (or lie) on ∆m.
Note that by Theorem 2.1.12 we know that the zeros of the linear formAn,0 are simple
and lie on ∆1, this corollary completes the information about the behaviour of the zeros
of An,0.
Proof. Fix  ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}. Assume that Λ() contains infinitely many multi-indices.
Using the argument principle and (3.24) it follows that
lim
n∈Λ()
1
2pii
∫
Γ
(an,m/an,)
′(z)
(an,m/an,)(z)
dz =
1
2pii
∫
Γ
(1/ŝm,+1)
′(z)
(1/ŝm,+1)(z)
dz = 1,
because 1/ŝm,+1 has one pole and no zeros outside Γ (counting the point∞). Let κn,j(Γ)
denote the number of zeros of an,j outside Γ. Recall that deg an,j = nj − 1, j = 0, . . . ,m
and that all the zeros of an, lie on ∆m. Then, for all sufficiently large |n|,n ∈ Λ(),
(nm − 1)− (n − 1)− κn,m(Γ) = 1.
Consequently,
κn,m(Γ) = nm − n − 1, n ∈ Λ(). (3.28)
Analogously, from (3.25), for j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, we obtain
lim
n∈Λ
1
2pii
∫
Γ
(an,j/an,m)
′(z)
(an,j/an,m)(z)
dz =
1
2pii
∫
Γ
ŝ′m,j+1(z)
ŝm,j+1(z)
dz = −1.
Therefore, for all sufficiently large |n|,n ∈ Λ,
nj − nm + κn,m(Γ)− κn,j(Γ) = −1, j = 0, . . . ,m− 1,
which together with (3.28) gives (3.27). The last statement follows from the fact that the
only accumulation points of the zeros of the an,j are in ∆m ∪ {∞}.
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Remark 3.2.7. The thesis of Theorem 3.2.1 remains valid if in place of (3.14) we require
that
nj =
|n|
m
+ o(|n|), |n| → ∞, j = 1, . . . ,m. (3.29)
To prove this we need an improved version of Lemma 3.2.2 in which the parameter ` in
b) depends on n but `(n) = o(n), n → ∞. The proof of Lemma 2 in [15] admits this
variation with some additional technical difficulties which were in part resolved in the
proof of [31, Corollary 1].
Remark 3.2.8. If either ∆m or ∆m−1 is a compact set and ∆m−1 ∩ ∆m = ∅, it is not
difficult to show that convergence takes place in (3.15) and (3.16) with geometric rate.
More precisely, for j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, and K ⊂ C \∆m, we have
lim sup
n∈Λ
∥∥∥∥ an,jan,m − (−1)m−j ŝm,j+1
∥∥∥∥1/|n|
K
= δj < 1. (3.30)
For j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, and K ⊂ C \ (∆j+1 ∪∆m)
lim sup
n∈Λ
∥∥∥∥An,jan,m
∥∥∥∥1/|n|
K
≤ max{δk : j ≤ k ≤ m− 1} < 1. (3.31)
The second relation trivially follows from the first and (4.11). The proof of the first is
similar to that of [31, Corollary 1]. It is based on the fact that the number of interpolation
point on ∆m−1 is of the same order as |n| → ∞, and that the distance from ∆m to ∆m−1
is positive. Relations (3.30) and (3.31) are also valid if (3.14) is replaced with (3.29).
Asymptotically, (3.29) still means that the components of n are equally valued. One
can relax (3.29) when, for example, the generating measures are regular in the sense
of [74, Chapter 3]. Then the exact asymptotics of (3.30) and (3.31) can be given (see
[29, Theorem 5.1, Corollary 5.3], [60], [61, Chapter 5, Section 7] and [64, Theorem 1])
requiring basically, that
nj
|n| = θj +O(1), 0<θj<1, j=1,...,m
Remark 3.2.9. The previous results can be applied to mixed type Hermite-Padé approx-
imation. Let S1 = N (σ10, . . . , σ1m1), S2 = N (σ20, . . . , σ2m2), σ10 = σ20 be given. Fix
n1 = (n1,0, n1,1, . . . , n1,m1) ∈ Zm1+1+ and n2 = (n2,0, n2,1, . . . , n2,m2) ∈ Zm2+1+ , |n2| =
|n1| − 1.
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Let us introduce the row vectors
v = (1, ŝ21,1, . . . , ŝ
2
1,m2
), u = (1, ŝ11,1, . . . , ŝ
1
1,m1
)
and the (m2 + 1)× (m1 + 1) dimensional measure matrix
dS = vTudσ20.
Denote by (an,0, . . . , an,m1), the mixed type Hermite-Padé approximants relative to Ŝ
where
Ŝ(z) =
∫
dS(x)
z − x
understanding that integration is carried out entry by entry on the matrix S. This implies∫ (
bn,0(x) +
m2∑
j=1
bn,j(x)ŝ
2
1,j(x)
)
An,0(x)dσ20(x) = 0, (3.32)
where An,0 = an,0 +
∑m1
k=1 an,ksˆ1,k and bn,j are arbitrary polynomials with deg bn,j ≤
n2,j − 1, j = 0, . . . ,m2.
Then An,0 has exactly |n2| zeros in C \ ∆11 they are all simple and lie in
◦
∆10 (see
Theorem 2.1.9). Here ∆10 = Co(supp(σ
1
0)) and ∆
1
1 = Co(supp(σ
1
1)). Denote by wn the
monic polynomial whose zeros are the zeros ofAn,0 onC\∆11. Therefore, (an,0, . . . , an,m)
is a type I multi-point Hermite-Padé approximation of (ŝ1,1, . . . , ŝ1,m1) with respect to wn
and the Theorem 3.2.1 may be applied.
In the process of writing this thesis we realized that the following result which extends
Theorem 3.2.1 is valid. The proof is basically the same so we omit it.
Consider the system of meromorphic functions of the form f = (f1, . . . , fm) = ŝ+ r,
where
fj(z) = ŝ1,j(z) + rj(z), j = 1, . . . ,m, (3.33)
here, r = (r1, . . . , rm) =
(
v1
t1
, . . . ,
vm
tm
)
, is a vector rational fractions with real coeffi-
cients such that deg tj = dj and deg vj < dj , for every j = 1, . . . ,m. We assume that
vj/tj, j = 1, . . . ,m is irreducible and s = (s1,1 . . . , s1,m) is a Nikshin system.
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Theorem 3.2.10. Let Λ ⊂ Zm+ be an infinite sequence of distinct muti-indices. Consider
the corresponding sequence (an,0, . . . , an,m) ,n ∈ Λ, of type I Hermite-Padé approxi-
mants of f . Assume that the rational functions r1, . . . rm have real coefficients and their
poles lie inC\(∆1∪∆m), for j 6= k the poles of rj and rk are distinct. Assume that (3.14)
takes place and that either ∆m−1 is bounded away from ∆m or σm satisfies Carleman’s
condition. Then, for j = 1, . . . ,m− 1
lim
n∈Λ
an,j
an,m
= (−1)m−j ŝm,j+1, (3.34)
and
lim
n∈Λ
an,0
an,m
= (−1)mŝm,1 −
m−1∑
j=1
(−1)m−jrj ŝm,j+1 + rm (3.35)
uniformly on each compact subset K contained in (C \ ∆m)′ the set obtained deleting
from C \∆m the poles of all the rj .
Notice that the rational fractions (r1, . . . , rm) do not play any role in the expression
of the limit of ( an,1
an,m
, . . . , an,m−1
an,m
). On the other hand, all the information of (r1, . . . , rm)
is contained in the expression of the limit of an,0
an,m
.
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«CONTENTS»
Convergence of type I Hermite-Padé approximants for certain sys-
tems of meromorphic functions.
AT property for polynomial modification of Nikishin systems.
Convergence of type II Hermite-Padé approximants for certain sys-
tems of meromorphic functions.
S EQUENCES of type II Hermite-Padé approximants of systems of meromorphic func-tions are considered. These systems are constructed adding vectors of rational frac-
tions to Nikishin systems of functions. In this chapter, we give general sufficient condi-
tions for their convergence. The convergence of type I Hermite-Padé approximation for
perturbed Nikishin systems is also analyzed, here these system are constructed multiply-
ing the functions of a Nikishin system by polynomials. We obtain extensions of Markov’s
and Stieltjes’ theorem.
Recall that combinig Stieltjes’ theorem and Carleman’s condition (see [17]) we can
state that if s ∈M(R) satisfies ∑
n≥0
|cn|−1/2n =∞, (4.1)
then
lim
n→∞
Pn
Qn
(z) = ŝ(z), (4.2)
uniformly on each compact subset of (inside) C \∆.
In an attempt to extend Markov’s theorem to a general class of meromorphic functions,
A.A. Gonchar considered functions of the form ŝ+ r where r is a rational function whose
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poles lie in C \ ∆. In [36], he proved that if ∆ is a bounded interval and s′ > 0 a.e. on
∆, then (4.2) takes place showing, additionally, that each pole of r in C \∆ “attracts” as
many zeros of Qn as its order and the remaining zeros of Qn accumulate on ∆ as n→∞.
Later, in [65] E.A. Rakhmanov obtained a full extension of Markov’s theorem when r
has real coefficients and proved that if r has complex coefficients then such a result is
not possible without extra assumptions on the measure s. The case of unbounded ∆ was
solved in [51], when r has real coefficients, and [53], when r has complex coefficients.
The corresponding problem in the vector case practically has not been considered. To
our knowledge the only results in this direction are contained in [16] for systems of 2
functions. We complement and extend this study for arbitrary Nikishin systems.
Consider a vector of rational functions r = (r1, . . . , rm) =
(
v1
t1
, . . . ,
vm
tm
)
, such
that deg tj = dj and deg vj < dj , for every j = 1, . . . ,m. We assume that vj/tj,
j = 1, . . . ,m is irreducible. We consider systems of meromorphic functions of the form
f = (f1, . . . , fm) = ŝ+ r, where
fj(z) = ŝ1,j(z) + rj(z), j = 1, . . . ,m. (4.3)
where s = (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm).
Our aim is to study the convergence of diagonal type II Hermite-Padé approximants to
meromorphic functions of the form f = ŝ+ r. In this study we have to deal with a special
type of incomplete type I multi-point Hermite Padé approximant for which we extend the
results of Chapter 3.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 contains the results related to type
I multi-point Hermite Padé approximants, here we show that certain polynomial modi-
fication of Nikishin systems form AT systems and prove a Markov theorem for type I
Hermite-Padé approximants with respect to such perturbed Nikishin systems. In Sec-
tion 4.2 we prove the convergence of multi-point type II Hermite Padé approximants with
respect to systems of the form (4.3) and obtain an analogue of Markov’s theorem for an
arbitray m assuming that r has real coefficients and some natural restriction on the loca-
tion and distribution of its poles. Finally the case when the vector of rational fraction r
has complex coefficients is studied in Section 4.3 and convergence in Hausdorff content
is obtained.
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4.1 Type I Hermite-Padé approximants
In this section n := (n0, . . . , nm) ∈ Zm+1+ \ {0}, |n| = n0 + · · · + nm, and
Nn = max{n0, n1 − 1, . . . , nm − 1}.
We are interested in a special type of incomplete type I multi-point Hermite Padé
approximant.
Let (t0, t1, . . . , tm), deg tj = dj, be a vector polynomial with real coefficients and
let D :=
∑m
j=0 dj . Fix n = (n0, . . . , nm) ∈ Zm+1+ , nj > D, j = 0, . . . ,m. Given
(s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) and a polynomial with real coefficients wn, degwn ≤
|n| −D − 1, whose zeros lie in R \∆1, there exist polynomials an,0, an,1, . . . , an,m, not
all identically equal to zero, such that:
i’) deg an,jtj ≤ nj − 1, j = 0, . . . ,m,
ii’)
an,0(z)t0(z)+
∑m
j=1 an,j(z)tj(z)sˆ1,j(z)
wn(z)
= O(1/z|n|−Nn−D) ∈ H(C \∆1).
In other words, we use the freedom in the construction of the incomplete type I
Hermite-Padé approximants to force the polynomials an,jtj, j = 0, . . . ,m to have some
predetermined zeros. (an,0, . . . , an,m) could be regarded as a type I multi-point Hermite
Padé approximant of (t1ŝ1,1/t0, . . . , tmŝ1,m/t0) with respect to (n0 − d0, . . . , nm − dm).
Note that type I Hermite-Padé approximation is contained in this definition. As we
did with the type I Hermite-Padé approximants, for these incomplete type I multi-point
Hermite Padé approximants we can obtain an analogue of Markov’s theorem.
Theorem 4.1.1. Let (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) and Λ ⊂ Zm+ be an infinite se-
quence of distinct multi-indices. Suppose that the polynomials t0, t1, . . . tm have no com-
mon zeros, and they all lie in C \∆m. Assume that (3.14) takes place and either ∆m−1 is
bounded away from ∆m or σm satisfies (4.1). Suppose that for each n ∈ Λ the polynomi-
als an,0, an,1, . . . , an,m satisfy i’)-ii’). Then, for j = 0, 1, . . .m− 1
lim
n∈Λ
an,j
an,m
= (−1)m−j tm
tj
sˆm,j+1, inside (C \∆m)′, (4.4)
the set obtained deleting from C\∆m the zeros of all the polynomials tj. Additionally, for
j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, if we denote
An,j(z) := an,j(z)tj(z) +
m∑
k=j+1
an,k(z)tk(z)ŝj+1,k(z),
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then,
lim
n∈Λ
An,j
an,m
= 0, inside (C \ (∆j+1 ∪∆m))′, (4.5)
the set obtained deleting from C \ (∆j+1 ∪∆m) the zeros of all the polynomials tj.
Moreover there exists a constantC1, independent of Λ, such that for each j = 0, . . . ,m
and n ∈ Λ, the polynomials an,j have at least (|n|/(m + 1)) − C1 zeros in
◦
∆m. Fix
j, k = 0, . . . ,m. Let ζ be a zero of tk, k 6= j, of multiplicity κ. Then, for each ε > 0
sufficiently small there exists an N such that for all n ∈ Λ, |n| > N , an,j has exactly κ
zeros in {z : |z− ζ| < ε}. The remaining zeros of an,j either lie on ∆m or accumulate on
∆m ∪ {∞} as |n| → ∞.
Proof. The lower bound on the number of zeros in
◦
∆m is taken directly from Lemma
3.2.3. Let  be the last component of (n0, . . . , nm) such that n = minj=0,...,m(nj). Let us
prove that an, has at least n −D − 1 zeros in
◦
∆m. That is, for this component we want
a more precise lower bound than the one given in the statement of the theorem.
From [32, Theorem 1.3] (see also [33, Theorem 3.2]), we know that there exists
a permutation λ of (0, . . . ,m) which reorders the components of (n0, n1, . . . , nm) de-
creasingly, nλ(0) ≥ · · · ≥ nλ(m), and an associated Nikishin system (r1,1, . . . , r1,m) =
N (ρ1, . . . , ρm) such that
An,0 = (qn,0 +
m∑
k=1
qn,kr̂1,k)ŝ1,λ(0), deg qn,k ≤ nλ(k) − 1, k = 0, . . . ,m,
where An,0 = an,0t0 +
∑m
j=1 an,jtj sˆ1,j and ŝ1,λ(0) ≡ 1 when λ(0) = 0. The permutation
may be taken so that for all 0 ≤ j < k ≤ n with nj = nk then also λ(j) < λ(k). In
this case, see formulas (31) in the proof of [32, Lemma 2.3], it follows that qn,m is either
an,t or −an,t.
Set
Qn,j := qn,j +
m∑
k=j+1
qn,kr̂1,k, j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, Qn,m := qn,m.
Suppose that λ(0) = 0 and thus ŝ1,λ(0) ≡ 1. Then, Nn = n0 = nλ(0). Due to ii’), it
follows that Qn,0(z)
wn(z)
= O(1/z|n|−nλ(0)−D) ∈ H(C \∆1). (4.6)
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When λ(0) 6= 0 we have that Nn = nλ(0) − 1 and ŝ1,λ(0) = O(1/z). Therefore, from ii’)
we again have (4.6). Using (3.2), it follows that∫
xνQn,1(x)dρ1(x)
wn(x)
= 0, ν = 0, . . . , |n| − nλ(0) −D − 2.
This implies that Qn,1 has at least |n| − nλ(0) − D − 1 sign changes in
◦
∆1. Let wn,1 be
the monic polynomial whose zeros are the points where Qn,1 changes sign in
◦
∆1. Then
Qn,1(z)
wn,1(z)
= O (1/z|n|−nλ(0)−nλ(1)−D) ∈ H(C \∆2).
Using again (3.2) we get∫
xνQn,2(x) dρ2(x)
wn,1(x)
= 0, ν = 0, . . . , |n| − nλ(0) − nλ(1) −D − 2,
which implies that Qn,2 has at least |n| − nλ(0) − nλ(1) − D − 1 sign changes on
◦
∆2.
Repeating the arguments m times, it follows that Qn,m = qn,m has at least n − D − 1
sign changes on
◦
∆m which implies the statement because qn,m = ±an,t and the zeros of
t are outside ∆m.
By Lemma 3.2.3, for j = 0, . . .m− 1, we have
h− lim
n∈Λ
an,j
an,m
= (−1)m−j tmŝm,j+1
tj
, inside C \∆m. (4.7)
From (4.7) and [37, Lemma 1] it follows that each zero ζ of tj of multiplicity κ attracts
at least κ zeros of an,m when |n| → ∞,n ∈ Λ (recall that tm and tj are relatively prime).
Let us show that the number of zeros attracted by ζ equals κ and the rest of the zeros of
an,m either lie in
◦
∆m or accumulate on ∆m ∪ {∞}. Then [37, Lemma 1] and (4.7) imply
(4.4).
The index  as defined above may depend on n ∈ Λ. Given  ∈ {0, . . . ,m}, let Λ()
denote the set of all n ∈ Λ such that  is the last component of (n0, . . . , nm) satisfying
n = minj=0,...,m(nj). Fix  and suppose that Λ() contains infinitely many multi-indices.
Should  = m, then an,m has nm −D − 1 zeros in
◦
∆m and the rest of its zeros converge
to the zeros of the tj, j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, according to their multiplicity as needed.
Now, consider that  6= m. By Lemma 3.2.3 we have
h− lim
n∈Λ()
an,m
an,
= (−1)m− t
tmŝm,+1
inside C \∆m. (4.8)
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For each j ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1} \ {} and each zero ζ of multiplicity κ of tj choose κ zeros
of an,m that converge to ζ as |n| → ∞,n ∈ Λ(). Let qn be a monic polynomial with this
set of points as its zeros. Obviousty, limn∈Λ() qn =
∏m−1
k=0 tk/t (uniformly on compact
subsets). From (4.8), we get
h− lim
n∈Λ()
an,m
qnan,
= (−1)m− t
2
∏m
k=0 tkŝm,+1
inside C \∆m. (4.9)
Applying once more [37, Lemma 1], it follows that for j ∈ {0, . . . ,m} \ {} each zero of
tj attracts as many zeros of an, as its multiplicity (notice that the zeros of qn were can-
celled by zeros of an,m). Therefore, all the zeros of an, are located either on ∆m or on a
sufficiently small neighborhood of the zeros of the polynomial
∏m
k=0 tk/t. Consequently,
lim
n∈Λ()
an,m
an,
= (−1)m− t
tmŝm,+1
inside (C \∆m)′. (4.10)
The function on the right hand of (4.10) is meromorphic in C \∆m. Its zeros correspond
with those of t (multiplicity included) and its poles are the zeros of tm with order equal
to the multiplicity of the zero. Using the argument principle, from (4.10) it follows that
for each j ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1} if ζ is a zero of tj of multiplicity κ then ζ attracts exactly κ
zeros of an,m as |n| → ∞,n ∈ Λ(), and the remaining zeros of an,m accumulate of ∆m.
This is true for each . Hence the statement about the zeros of an,m is valid for n ∈ Λ and
(4.4) is satisfied.
Combining (4.4), the knowledge we have about the asymptotic behavior of the zeros of
an,m, and the argument principle, we obtain the statement about the asymptotic behavior
of the zeros of the an,j, j = 0, . . . ,m− 1.
Now,
An,j
an,m
=
an,jtj
an,m
+
m−1∑
k=j+1
an,ktk
an,m
ŝj+1,k + ŝj+1,m.
According to formula (17) in [33, Lemma 2.9]
0 ≡ (−1)m−j ŝm,j+1 +
m−1∑
k=j+1
(−1)m−kŝm,k+1ŝj+1,k + ŝj+1,m, z ∈ C \ (∆j+1 ∪∆m).
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Multiply both sides of this equation by tm and delete the resulting expression from the
previous one. We have that
An,j
an,m
= tj
(
an,j
an,m
− (−1)m−j tj
tm
ŝm,j+1
)
+
m−1∑
k=j+1
tk
(
an,k
an,m
− (−1)m−k tj
tm
ŝm,k+1
)
(4.11)
Consequently, for each j = 0, . . . ,m− 1, from (4.4) we obtain
lim
n∈Λ
An,j
an,m
= 0
uniformly on each compact subset of C \ (∆j+1 ∪∆m)′ which is (4.5).
An important consequence of this last result is the following theorem
Theorem 4.1.2. Let (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) and Λ ⊂ Zm+1+ be given which
verifies (3.14). Let (t0, . . . , tm) be a vector polynomial with real coefficients whose zeros
lie in C \∆m and for j 6= k the zeros of tj and tk are distinct. Assume that either ∆m−1
is bounded away from ∆m or σm satisfies (4.1). Then, for all n ∈ Λ with n0 + · · · + nm
sufficiently large any linear form
pn,0t0 +
m∑
j=1
pn,jtj sˆ1,j,
where pn,0, . . . , pn,m are arbitrary polynomials with deg pn,j ≤ nj−1, has at most |n|−1
zeros on ∆ ⊂ R\∆1. In particular, (t0, t1sˆ1,1, . . . , tmsˆ1,m) is an AT system on any interval
∆ ⊂ R \∆1 for the described set of multi-indices.
Proof. There is no loss of generality if we consider multi-indices of the form (n0 −
d0, . . . , nm − dm) ∈ Zm+1+ where dj = deg tj, j = 0, . . . ,m. We will reason by con-
tradiction.
Let us assume that their exists an infinite sequence of multi-indices Λ′ ⊂ Λ such that
for each n ∈ Λ′ their exist polynomials pn,0, . . . , pn,m, deg pn,j ≤ nj − dj − 1 with real
coefficients, not all identically equal to zero, for which pn,0t0+
∑m
j=1 pn,jtj sˆ1,j has at least
|n| − D zeros on ∆ ⊂ R \ ∆1, where D =
∑m
j=0 dj . Let wn be the polynomial whose
zeros are those of pn,0t0 +
∑m
j=1 pn,jtj sˆ1,j on C \∆1. Then, it is easy to check that
(pn,0t0 +
m∑
j=1
pn,jtj sˆ1,j)/wn = O(1/z|n|−Nn−D+1) ∈ H(C \∆1).
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Therefore, the polynomials pn,0, . . . , pn,m fulfill i’)-ii’), with an extra power of 1/z in the
right hand of ii’).
Let  and Λ() be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. Obviously, Λ() must
contain infinitely many multi-indices in Λ′ for some  ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. Fix  so that this
occurs. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1, we obtain that pn,t has at least n−D
zeros on ∆m and for all sufficiently large |n| as many zeros close to each one of the zeros
of tj, j = 0, . . . ,m, as their multiplicity. Therefore, for all sufficiently large |n|,n ∈
Λ() ∩ Λ′ we have that deg pn,t = n. This contradicts the fact that by construction
deg pn,t ≤ n − 1. Thus our initial assumption is false and the statement of the theorem
true.
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In all that follows, when we write O(1/zN) it is understood that z → ∞ and the
limit is taken along any curve which is not tangent to the half straight line containing
the support of the measures under consideration. By T we denote the least common
multiple of the denominators t1, . . . , tm of the rational functions r1, . . . , rm. In this section
n = (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Zm+ \{0} and |n| := n1 +· · ·+nm and the vector of rational fractions
r have real coefficients.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let Rn = (Pn,1/Qn, . . . , Pn,m/Qn) be a type II Hermite-Padé approx-
imant with respect to f = s + r and n ∈ Zm+ \ {0} . Assume that nj > D := deg T,
j = 1 . . . ,m. Then, for each j = 1, . . . ,m∫
xνtj(x)Qn(x)ds1,j(x) = 0, ν = 0, 1, . . . nj − dj − 1, (4.12)
where dj = deg tj . It follows that for any polynomials pj deg pj ≤ nj − dj − 1,
j = 1, . . . ,m ∫
Qn(x)
(
p1t1 +
m∑
j=2
pjtj ŝ2,j
)
(x)dσ1(x) = 0; (4.13)
and for any polynomials pj, deg pj ≤ nj −D − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m∫
(TQn)(x)
(
p1 +
m∑
j=2
pj ŝ2,j
)
(x)dσ1(x) = 0. (4.14)
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Hence Qn has at least |n| −mD zeros in
◦
∆1. Moreover,
(TQnŝ1,j + TQn(vj/tj)− TPn,j)(z) =
∫
(TQn)(x)
z − x ds1,j(x). (4.15)
Proof. Let (Pn,1/Qn, . . . , Pn,m/Qn) be a type II Hermite-Padé approximant with respect
to f then for each j = 1, . . . ,m,
Qn(z)
(
sˆj +
vj
tj
)
(z)− Pn,j(z) = O
(
1
znj+1
)
∈ H (C \ (∆ ∪ ℵj)) , (4.16)
where ℵj is the set of zeros of tj . Take n so that nj ≥ D, j = 1, . . . ,m. For each j we
multiplying (4.16) by tj then we obtain
(Qntj sˆj +Qnvj − tjPn,j) (z) = O
(
1
znj−dj+1
)
∈ H (C \∆) ,
and using (3.2) in Lemma 3.1.2, relation (4.12) follows. Taking linear combinations of
the relations given by (4.12) we arrive at (4.13).
In (4.12) we can replace xν , ν = 0, . . . , nj−dj−1, by xνT/tj, ν = 0, . . . , nj−D−1
and taking linear combinations of the orthogonality relations thus obtained we get (4.14).
From [33, Theorem 1.1] we know that (1, sˆ2,2, . . . , sˆ2,m) forms an AT-system on ∆1.
Suppose that Qn has at most |n| − mD − 1 sign changes in
◦
∆1. Then, we can choose
p1. . . . , pm conveniently so that p1 +
∑m
j=2 pj ŝ2,j, deg pj ≤ nj − D − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m,
has simple zeros at the points of sign change of Qn on
◦
∆1 and no other zero in ∆1. This
contradicts (4.14). Thus, Qn has at least |n| − mD zeros in
◦
∆1. Finally, (4.15) is a
consequence of (3.1) in Lemma 3.1.2.
In Section 3.1 we advanced some facts about Nikishin systems, now we need to intro-
duced additional properties that we will summarize below.
As we mentioned in Section 3.1 given a measure σ ∈ M(∆), where ∆ is contained
in a half line, there exists a measure τ ∈ M(∆) and `(z) = az + b, a = 1/|σ|, b ∈ R,
such that
1/σ̂(z) = `(z) + τ̂(z), (4.17)
where |σ| is the total variation of the measure σ. Recall that given a measure sj,k by τj,k
we denote its inverse and `j,k the corresponding polynomial in (4.17). That is,
1/ŝj,k(z) = `j,k(z) + τ̂j,k(z).
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For each j ∈ {2, . . . ,m} we define an auxiliary Nikishin system
Sj = (sj2,2, . . . , s
j
2,m) = N (σj2, . . . , σjm) :=
N (τ2,j, ŝ2,jdτ3,j, . . . , ŝj−1,jdτj,j, ŝj,jdσj+1, σj+2, . . . , σm) .
We also define S1 = (s12,2, . . . , s
1
2,m) = N (σ2, . . . , σm).
These auxiliary systems were used in the proof of [15, Lemmas 5-6] (see also [28,
Theorem 3.1.3]). Subsequently, in [32, Lemma 3.2], several formulas involving ratios
of Cauchy transforms were proved (when the supports of the generating measures are
unbounded or have a common end point see [33, Lemma 2.10] instead). For convenience
of the reader, we write some of those formulas which we will employ using the notation
introduced above. We have:
1
ŝ2,j
= `2,j + τ̂2,j , (4.18)
ŝ1,k
ŝ1,1
=
|s1,k|
|s1,1| − 〈τ1,1, 〈s2,k, σ1〉̂〉, 1 < k ≤ m, (4.19)
ŝ2,k
ŝ2,j
= aj,k + (−1)k−1ŝj2,k+1 + cj,kŝj2,k , k = 2, . . . , j − 1 , (4.20)
and
ŝ2,k
ŝ2,j
= aj,k + cj,kŝ
j
2,k(z) , k = j + 1, . . . ,m , (4.21)
where the aj,k and cj,k denote (perfectly determined) constants.
Definition 4.2.2. Let n = (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Zm+ . For each j = 1, . . . ,m, we define an
associated multi-index nj = (nj2, . . . , n
j
m) whose m− 1 components are given by
njk =

min(n1, . . . , nk−1, nj − 1), when k = 2, . . . , j,
min(nj, nk), when k = j + 1, . . . ,m .
We denote |nj| = ∑mk=2 njk.
For j = 1, , . . . ,m, set Φn,j := (TQnŝ1,j + TQn(vj/tj)− TPn,j) (see (4.15)).
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Lemma 4.2.3. Let n = (n1, . . . , nm) be a multi-index such that nk > D = deg T ,
k = 1, . . . ,m. Then, for each j = 1, . . .m∫
(pkΦn,j)(x)ds
j
2,k(x) = 0, k = 2, . . . ,m, (4.22)
where pk are arbitrary polynomials with deg pk < n
j
k −D.
Set N j = |nj| + nj . For each j = 1, . . . ,m, there exists a monic polynomial wn,j ,
degwn,j ≥ |nj| − (m− 1)D, with simple zeros which lie in
◦
∆2, such that
Φn,j(z)
wn,j(z)
=
[
(TQn(sˆ1,j + rj) + Pn,j)(z)
wn,j(z)
]
= O
(
1
zNj−mD+1
)
∈ H(C \∆1) . (4.23)
and
0 =
∫
xνT (x)Qn(x)
ds1,j(x)
wn,j(x)
, ν = 0, 1, . . . N j −mD − 1. (4.24)
Proof. Fix j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. From the definition of Φn,j and (4.15), we obtain∫
(pkΦn,j)(x)ds
j
2,k(x) =
∫
pk(x)
∫
T (t)Qn(t)
x− t ds1,j(t)ds
j
2,k(x).
Since deg pk < n
j
k −D ≤ nj −D, from (4.12) and Fubini’s theorem, it follows that∫
pk(x)
∫
T (t)Qn(t)
x− t ds1,j(t)ds
j
2,k(x) =∫ ∫
(pkTQn)(t)
x− t ds1,j(t)ds
j
2,k(x) = −
∫
(pkTQnŝ
j
2,k)(t)ds1,j(t) . (4.25)
First, we prove the statement of the lemma for the case j + 1 ≤ k ≤ m. If j = m,
the set of such values of k is empty and there is nothing to prove. Let j ≤ m− 1. Using
(4.21), we obtain
−
∫
(pkTQnŝ
j
2,k)(t)ds1,j(t) =
∫
(pkTQn)(t)
(
ŝ2,k(t)
ŝ2,j(t)
− aj,k
)
ds1,j(t) =
−aj,k
∫
(pkTQn)(t)ds1,j(t) +
∫
(pkTQn)(t)ds1,k(t) .
In the last equality we have the sum of two terms. By hypothesis deg pk < n
j
k − D ≤
min{nj − D,nk − D}. Taking (4.12) into account, we deduce that both terms vanish.
Hence the first case is proved.
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Now, we analyze the case when 2 ≤ k ≤ j. Using several times formula (4.20) to
make k descend to 2 and finally formula (4.18), we obtain the equalities
ŝj2,k = (−1)k
(
ŝ2,k−1
ŝ2,j
− aj,k−1 − cj,k−1ŝj2,k−1
)
= (4.26)
(−1)k
(
ŝ2,k−1
ŝ2,j
− aj,k−1 − (−1)k−1cj,k−1
(
ŝ2,k−2
ŝ2,j
− aj,k−2 − cj,k−2ŝj2,k−2
))
=
· · · = L∗j +
1
ŝ2,j
k−1∑
l=1
c∗l ŝ2,l ,
where L∗j denotes a polynomial of degree 1, ŝ2,1 ≡ 1, and the c∗l , l = 1, . . . , k − 1, are
constants. Sustituting (4.26) into (4.25), we obtain∫
(pkTQnŝ
j
2,k)(t)ds1,j(t) =
−
∫
(pkTQn)(t)L∗j(t)ds1,j(t)−
k−1∑
l=1
c∗i
∫
(pkTQn)(t)ds1,l(t) .
From hypothesis deg pk ≤ min(n1 −D − 1, . . . , nk−1 −D − 1, nj −D − 2) and using
(4.12) it follows that all the integrals on the right hand side of this equality are zero.
Hence, (4.22) holds.
From (4.22) it follows that for any polynomials pk, deg pk < n
j
k −D, k = 2, . . . ,m∫
Φn,j(x)(p2 +
m∑
k=3
pkŝ
j
3,k)(x)dσ
j
2(x) = 0. (4.27)
According to [33, Theorem 1.1], (1, ŝj3,3, . . . , ŝ
j
3,m) forms an AT system on ∆2. Thus,
using (4.27) it follows that Φn,j has at least |nj| − (m− 1)D changes of sign in
◦
∆2. Let
wn,j be the monic polynomial whose zeros are the points where Φn,j changes of sign in
the interior of ∆2. Taking into account that degwn,j ≥ |nj|− (m−1)D, we obtain (4.23)
which together with (3.2) implies (4.24).
We are ready to prove convergence of type II Hermite Padé approximants in Hausdorff
content.
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Lemma 4.2.4. Let (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) and (r1, . . . , rm) be given, where
the rational functions rj, j = 1, . . . ,m have real coefficients and their poles lie in C\∆1.
Let Λ ⊂ Zm+ be an infinite sequence of distinct multi-indices satisfying (3.14). Assume
that either ∆2 is bounded away from ∆1 or σ1 satisfies (4.1). Then, for j = 1, . . . ,m
h− lim
n∈Λ
Pn,j
Qn
= fj = ŝ1,j + rj, inside C \∆1.
Proof. Fix j = 1, . . . ,m. According to Lemma 4.2.3, the zeros of wn,j lie in R \ ∆1.
Using (4.23) and (3.14), it is easy to verify that for all sufficiently large |n| the rational
function Pn,j/Qn is an incomplete Padé approximant of fj taking n = |n|, κ = −1 and
choosing ` appropriately. From Theorem 3.1.5 we have that if σ1 satisfies Carleman’s
condition so does s1,j = 〈σ1, 〈σ2, . . . , σj〉〉. Therefore, the statement readily follows from
Lemma 3.2.2.
Now, we can state and proof the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 4.2.5. Let s = (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) and r = (r1, . . . , rm) be
given, where the rational functions rj, j = 1, . . . ,m have real coefficients, for different
j their poles are distinct, and they all lie in C \ (∆1 ∪ ∆m). Let Λ ⊂ Zm+ be an infinite
sequence of distinct multi-indices which verifies (3.14). Assume that ∆2 is bounded away
from ∆1 or σ1 satisfies (4.1), and ∆m−1 is bounded away from ∆m or σm satisfies (4.1).
Let (Rn)n∈Λ be the corresponding sequence of type II Hermite-Padé approximants of
f = s+ r. Then, for j = 1, . . .m
lim
n∈Λ
Pn,j
Qn
= fj = ŝ1,j + rj, inside (C \∆1)′, (4.28)
the set obtained deleting from C \ ∆1 the poles of all the rj . For each ε > 0 sufficiently
small, there exists N > 0 such that for all n ∈ Λ with ∑mk=1 nk ≥ N we have degQn =∑m
k=1 nk, if ζ is a pole of some rj of order κ then Qn has exactly κ zeros in the disk
{z : |z − ζ| < ε}, and Qn has exactly
∑m
k=1(nk − dk) simple zeros in
◦
∆1 (the interior of
∆1 with the Euclidean topology of R).
Proof. By Theorem 4.1.2 we know that there exists anN such that (t1, t2sˆ2,2, . . . , tmsˆ2,m)
forms an AT-system on ∆1 for the multi-index (n1−d1, n2−d2, . . . , nm−dm) if |n| > N .
From (4.13) it follows that Qn has at least |n| −D,D := d1 + d2 + . . .+ dm zeros in
◦
∆1
if |n| > N .
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Let ζ be a pole of rj of order κ. Using Lemma 4.2.4 and [37, Lemma 1]) it follows
that for any ε > 0 sufficiently smallQn has at least κ zeros in {z : |z−ζ| < ε}. The poles
of the different rj are distinct. Thus, for each ε > 0 and all sufficiently large |n| the zeros
of Qn are either in
◦
∆1 or inside an ε neighborhood of the poles of the rj . Lemma 4.2.4
and [37, Lemma 1]) then imply (4.28).
Remark 4.2.6. Let
rj(z) =
Lj∑
l=1
Mjl∑
k=1
Ajl,k
(k − 1)! ·
1
(z − ajl )k
where aj1, . . . , a
j
Lj
are the poles of the rational fraction rj , A
j
l,Mjl
6= 0, and M jl is the
multiplicity of the pole ajl .
It is easy to check that for all j = 1, . . . ,m, Qn satifies
0 =
∫
xνQn(x)ds1,j(x) +
Lj∑
l=1
Mjl∑
k=1
Ajl,k(x
νQn(x))
(k−1) |x=ajl ν = 0, . . . nj − 1 (4.29)
In other words Qn is the type II multiple orthogonal polynomials respect to (S, |n|+1,n)
where S is the system
S =

s1,1 +
∑L1
l=1
∑M1l
k=1A
1
l,kδ
(k−1)
a1l
...
s1,m +
∑Lm
l=1
∑Mml
k=1 A
m
l,kδ
(k−1)
aml
 , (4.30)
where
∫
f(x)dδ
(k−1)
a (x) = f (k−1)(a).
Consider the type I multiple orthogonal polynomials (an,1 . . . , an,m) with respect to
(ST ,n, |n| − 1). Then from Theorem 4.2.5 and Proposition 2.1.5 it follows that for all
n ∈ Λ, with
sup
n∈Λ
(
max
j=1,...,m
(nj)− min
k=1,...,m
(nk)
)
≤ C <∞,
and sufficiently large |n|, deg an,j = nj − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m. That is (n, |n| − 1) is normal
with respect to the matrix ST .
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4.3 Type II Hermite-Padé approximants (complex case)
In this section we analyze the convergence of type II Hermite-Padé approximants with
respect to the system of functions
fj(z) = ŝ1,j(z) + rj(z), j = 1, . . . ,m. (4.31)
where the rational fractions rj have comlpex coefficents. In doing so, we have to deal with
the ratio asymptotic behaviour of type II multiple orthogonal polynomials with respect to
a Nikishin system of measures (see [8] and [49]). Such results extend Rakhmanov’s
theorem on the ratio asymptotics of orthogonal polynomials (see [66, 67, 68]).
We need to introduce some concepts in order to formulate the result on ratio asymp-
totics that we will use.
Let ∆1, . . . ,∆m be bounded intervals of the real line. Consider the (m + 1)-sheeted
Riemann surface
R =
m⋃
k=0
Rk,
formed by the consecutively “glued” sheets
R0 := C \∆1, Rk := C \ (∆k ∪∆k+1), k = 1, . . . ,m− 1, Rm = C \∆m,
where the upper and lower banks of the slits of two neighboring sheets are identified. Fix
l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. There exists a conformal representation ψ(l) ofR onto C such that
ψ(l)(z) = z +O(1) , z →∞(0), ψ(l)(z) = C/z +O(1/z2) , z →∞(l).
By ψ(l)k we denote the branch of ψ
(l) onRk. In our case we are specially interested in ψ(1)0
which we will simply denote ψ. According to its construction we have that ψ defines a
one-to-one analytic function on the region C \∆1 such that ψ(∞) =∞.
Given n, k ∈ Z+ \ {0} define the multi-index
nk = (n+ k, n, . . . , n) ∈ Zm+ .
As a consequence of [49, Theorem 1.1]) we have the following result.
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Lemma 4.3.1. Let (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) be a Nikishin system such that for
each j = 1, . . . ,m the intervals ∆j are bounded and |σ′j| > 0 almost everywhere on ∆j .
Then
lim
n∈Z+
Qnk+1(z)
Qnk(z)
= ψ(z), (4.32)
uniformly on each compact subset of C \∆1.
From (4.32) it readily follows that for any fixed 0 ≤ j < k we have that
lim
n∈Z+
Qnk(z)
Qnj(z)
= ψk−j(z), (4.33)
uniformly on each compact subset of C \∆1.
Let (Pn,1
Qn
, . . . , Pn,m
Qn
) be the type II Hermite-Padé approximant with respect to the sys-
tem (4.31) and n ∈ Zm+ \{0}. As above we denote rj = vj/tj, deg vj < deg tj = dj where
vj, tj are mutually prime polynomials. As before T, deg T = D, denotes the least com-
mon multiple of t1 . . . , tm, with leading coefficient equal to one. From equation (4.12)
we have that∫
xνQn(x)T (x)ds1,j(x) = 0, ν = 0, 1, . . . nj −D − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m (4.34)
and by Lemma 3.1.2
(TQnfj − TPn,j) (z) =
∫
TQn(x)
z − x ds1,j(x). (4.35)
Notice that these relations remain valid when the rational fractions rj = vj/tj have com-
plex coefficients.
Fix n ∈ Zm+ \ {0}. Let Ln be the monic polynomial of degree |n| that satisfies the
following multiple orthogonal relations∫
xνLn(x)ds1,j(x) = 0, ν = 0, 1, . . . nj − 1, j = 1, . . .m. (4.36)
Our next objective is to express the polynomial Qn in terms of the multiple orthogonal
polynomials Ln.
Given n = (n1, . . . , nm) and k ∈ Z+ define
n = min{nk −D, k = 1, . . . ,m}, nk = (n+ k, n, . . . , n) ∈ Zm+ .
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Notice that, degLnk = mn+ k, all the zeros of Lnk are simple and lie on ∆1. Moreover,
from (4.36) we have that for each k ≥ 0∫
xνLnk(x)ds1,j(x) = 0, ν = 0, . . . , n− 1, j = 1, . . . ,m, (4.37)
and (4.34) implies that∫
xνQn(x)T (x)ds1,j(x) = 0, ν = 0, 1, . . . n− 1, j = 1, . . . ,m (4.38)
We have that deg TQn ≤ |n|+D, Set
Nn = |n|+D −mn.
Lemma 4.3.2. Consider the monic polynomial TQn, then there exist unique constants
λ∗n,k, k = 0, . . . , Nn, such that
TQn =
Nn∑
k=0
λ∗n,kLnk . (4.39)
In particular, λ∗n,Nn = 1 if and only if deg TQn = |n|+D.
Proof. Since deg TQn ≤ |n| + D, and {Lnk}, k = 0, . . . , Nn, has representatives of
all degrees from mn up to |n| + D, there exists a unique system of constants λ∗n,k, k =
0 . . . , Nn, such that
deg(TQn −
Nn∑
k=0
λ∗n,kLnk) ≤ mn− 1 . (4.40)
From (4.38) and (4.37) it follows that
0 =
∫
xν
(
TQn −
Nn∑
k=0
λ∗n,kLnk
)
(x)ds1,j(x), ν = 0, . . . , n− 1, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Consequently, using (4.40) we obtain that
TQn −
Nn∑
k=0
λ∗n,kLnk ≡ 0 ,
which is (4.39). The last statement follows from the fact that TQn is monic.
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In order to make use of the ratio asymptotics of the type II multiorthogonal polynomi-
als of a Nikishin system we will restrict our attention in the following to Nikishin systems
(s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N (σ1, . . . , σm) such that the generating measures σj, j = 1, . . . ,m
have compact support. Additionally, if ∆j = Co(supp(σj)) we will also assume that
∆j ∩ ∆j+1 = ∅, j = 1, . . . ,m − 1 and σ′j a.e on ∆j . We denote this by writing
(s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N ′(σ1, . . . , σm)
We are ready to prove convergence of type II Hermite Padé approximants in 1-Hausdorff
content.
Theorem 4.3.3. Let s = (s1,1, . . . , s1,m) = N ′(σ1, . . . , σm) and r = (r1, . . . , rm) be
given, where all the poles of the rational functions lie in C \ (∆1). Let Λ ⊂ Zm+ be an infi-
nite sequence of distinct multi-indices satisfying condition (3.14). Let
{
Pn,1
Qn
, . . . , Pn,m
Qn
}
,
n ∈ Λ, be a corresponding sequence of type II Hermite-Padé approximants of f = s+ r.
Then for j = 1 . . . ,m
h− lim
n∈Λ
Pn,j
Qn
= fj = ŝ1,j + rj, inside (C \∆1), (4.41)
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.2
TQn =
Nn∑
k=0
λ∗n,kLnk .
Take
λn =
(
Nn∑
k=0
λ∗n,k
)−1
, λn,k = λ
∗
n,kλn, k = 0, . . . Nn,
(since Qn 6≡ 0, λn is finite). Set Hn := λnTQn. We have
Ψn =
Hn
Ln0
=
Nn∑
k=0
λn,k
Lnk
Ln0
,
Nn∑
k=0
|λn,k| = 1. (4.42)
From (4.33) it follows that for each k ≥ 0
lim
n∈Λ
Lnk
Ln0
(z) = ψk(z),
uniformly on compact subsets of C \∆1
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The function ψ is holomorphic and one to one in C \∆1. Consequently, the sequence
Ψn is uniformly bounded on each compact subset of C \∆1. From the same relations it
follows that any limit function of the sequence {Ψn} is a polynomial of degree at most
M := mC + (m+ 1)D
of ψ(z), where C is the constant which appears in (3.14).
As a consequence of these remarks, let us show that on any compact K ⊂ C \ ∆1,
for all sufficiently large multi-index |n| ,n ∈ Λ, there lie no more than M zeros of the
polynomial TQn. In fact, suppose that this is not so; then, there exists a compact K ⊂
C \∆1and a sequence Λ′ ⊂ Λ such that the number of zeros of TQn on K for n ∈ Λ′ is
greater than M . Let us take a sequence Λ1 ⊂ Λ′ such that
lim
n∈Λ1
Ψn(z) = ΨΛ1(z) =
M∑
k=0
λkψ
k(z),
M∑
k=0
|λk| = 1,
uniformly on compact subsets of C \∆1.
Since ψ is one to one on C \ ∆1, ΨΛ1 has ≤ M zeros on K, and consequently by
Rouche’s theorem the same is true for the polynomials TQn for all n ∈ Λ′, with |n|
sufficiently large. This contradiction implies that the statement made on the number of
zeros of TQn is true.
Fix a compactK ⊂ C\∆1. Let δ > 0 be sufficiently small so that the δ-neighborhood
Kδ of K is contained in C \∆1 together with its closure.
Let gn be the monic polynomial whose zeros are the zeros of TQn that lie on Kδ.
By virtue of what was said above, for all sufficiently large |n| ,n ∈ Λ we have that
deg gn := d
′
n ≤M .
Multiplying (4.35) by gn(z)/TQn(z) and using Lemma 4.3.2, for all j = 1, . . . ,m
we obtain
gn(z)
(
fj(z)− Pn,j(z)
Qn(z)
)
=
gn(z)
λnTQn(z)
∫
(λnTQn)(x)
z − x ds1,j(x), (4.43)
= gn(z)
Ln0(z)
Hn(z)
Nn∑
k=0
λn,k
Lnk
Ln0
(z)In,k(z), (4.44)
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where
In,k(z) =
∫
Lnk(x)
Lnk(z)
ds1,j(x)
z − x
However, from (4.15) it follows that In,k is the remainder of the Hermite-Padé approxi-
mant of sˆ1,j with respect to the multi-index nk. From [32, Corollary 1.1] we know that
lim
n∈Λ
In,k(z) = 0, z ∈ C \∆1, k = 1, . . . (m+ 1)D, (4.45)
From what was said before, it is obvious that the sequence
{
gn(z)
Ln0 (z)
Hn(z)
}
,n ∈ Λ, of
analytic functions on Kδ, is uniformly bounded on K. On account of these remarks, from
(4.44) and (4.45) it follows that
lim
n∈Λ
gn(z)
(
fj(z)− Pn,j(z)
Qn(z)
)
= 0, z ∈ K. (4.46)
Fix ε > 0 and denote Rn =
∥∥∥ε−1|gn(z)| ∣∣∣(Pn,jQn − f)(z)∣∣∣∥∥∥K . For z ∈ K we have that
Rn ≥ ε−1|gn(z)|
∣∣∣(Pn,jQn − f)(z)∣∣∣. Then, using the monotonicity of the Hausdorff content
it follows that
h
({
z ∈ K :
∣∣∣∣(Pn,jQn − f)(z)
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε}) (4.47)
= h
z ∈ K : |gn(z)|
∣∣∣(Pn,jQn − f)(z)∣∣∣
ε
≥ |gn(z)|

 (4.48)
≤ h ({z ∈ K : |gn(z)| ≤ Rn}) . (4.49)
Since h ({z : |gn(z)| ≤ Rn}) ≤ d′nR1/d
′
n
n we arrive at
h
({
z ∈ K :
∣∣∣∣(Pn,jQn − f)(z)
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε}) ≤ d′nR1/d′nn . (4.50)
Let Λ′ ⊂ Λ be such that deg gn = d′n = 0 for n ∈ Λ′. If Λ′ contains infnitely many
multi-indices from (4.46) we obtain directly that
lim
n∈Λ′
(
fj(z)− Pn,j(z)
Qn(z)
)
= 0, z ∈ K. (4.51)
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For the rest of the multi-indices in Λ we have that 1 ≤ d′n ≤ M . Combining this with
(4.46) and (4.50) we obtain that
lim
n∈Λ
h
({
z ∈ K :
∣∣∣∣fj(z)− Pn,j(z)Qn(z) ≥ ε
∣∣∣∣}) = 0
which is what we needed to prove.
In order to derive uniform convergence on compact subsets of (C \∆1)′ using Gon-
char’s lemma, we would need to have a better control on the number of zeros thatQn may
have wandering around in C \∆1. More precisely, we would need to know, for example,
that for any ε > 0 sufficiently small there exists an N such that for all n ∈ Λ, |n| > N,
the number of zeros outside the ε-neighborhood of ∆1 is at most D = deg T . However,
we only know that it is at most m(C +D) (D zeros of TQn are due to T ). Even if C = 0
in (3.14), we only have the correct bound for the scalar case m = 1. But this case is
well known. For the time being this problem remains open. Comparing with the results
we have for the case when the rj have real coefficients we conjecture that the correct
bound can be obtained at least when the poles of the rational functions rj, j = 1, . . .m
are different for distinct j.

C
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r 5 Conclusions and further workl i f rt r r
In this dissertation we have provided a wide class of perfect function matrices and
obtained several results on the location and interlacing properties of the zeros of the mixed
type Hermite-Padé approximants. In particular, for type I Hermite-Padé approximants
with respect to a Nikishin system and for type II Hermite-Padé aproximants with respect
to a perturbed Nikishin system we obtained the location of their zeros.
Possibly, the most significant result of this work is Theorem 3.2.1. For the first time
a Markov-Stieltjes type theorem is given for type I Hermite-Padé approximation. It clari-
fies in this case what should be understood as the approximants and what are the functions
being approximated. Moreover, Theorem 4.1.2 is a nice consequence of it. In turn, Theo-
rem 4.1.2 plays a significant role in the proof of Theorem 4.2.5 which is another important
result of the thesis.
For the future there are some questions we would like to address.
• Using type I and type II Hermite-Padé approximation one can recover the gener-
ating measures σ1 and σm of a Nikishin system. What type of construction allows
to recover directly, through rational approximation the rest of the generating mea-
sures?
• Study the interlacing properties of the polynomials an,k for " consecutive" multi-
indices.
• In Theorem 4.1.1 and Theorem 4.2.5 an important condition is that the polynomial
perturbations (rational pertubation) have no common zeros (poles), respectively.
What happens if this condition is omitted? Do these theorems remain valid? Is
there any counterexample?
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• When the rational perturbations have complex coefficients, find sufficient condi-
tions in order to obtain in Theorem 4.3.3 uniform convergence on compact subsets
instead of convergence in Hausdorff content.
• Study the ratio asymptotics of general sequences of " consecutive" type II multi-
ple orthogonal polynomials (see Lemma 4.3.1). A positive result would allow to
improve the bound on the number of zeros of Qn away from ∆1, in the proof of
Theorem 4.3.3.
• Study the convergence of type I and type II Fourier Hermite-Padé approximation of
Nikishin system in which the rational approximants are constructed from orthogo-
nality conditions instead of interpolation.
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